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Ability Measurement: Conventional
or Adaptive?

Ability measurement began with the work of Binet, who
developed the first scale that correlated importantly with
the criteria considered to indicate intellectual or scholas-
tic ability. Binet's scale and its revisions are administered
to one individual at a time within a procedural framework
that requires the examiner to adapt his administration to
the characteristics of the individual being tested. Thus,
they may be thought of as "adaptive" individual tests.

The 1960 revision of the Stanford-Binet (Terman &
Merrill, 1960) provides an example of the adaptive indivi-
dual test. First, the level at which to begin testing varies
according to the administrator's judgment of the testee's
ability; the idea is to begin at a level where the testee
is relatively likely to succeed. Second, the order of item
presentation is not fixed but depends to some extent fm the
testee's performance on and reaction to previous items. The
extent of item presentation is controlled by a determination
of basal and ceiling ages such that few items are presented
at levels which are either much too hard or much too easy for
the individual in question. Further, the administrator is
often able to maintain or increase the subject's motivation
for doing well by providing encouragement and feedback when
necessary. Finally, there are no set limits on testing time
(although a few subtests do have a time limit), but response
times are frequently recorded as part of the psychometric
data obtained.

Other individual tests followed the Binet, but most of
these retained only some of the features of its approach.
The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (Wechsler, 1955), for
example, is less adaptive and more standardized. The start-
ing point for each subtest is fixed, although some subtests
contain a provision to administer 3 or 4 very easy items if
the first 1 or 2 regular items are failed. There is no
flexibility in item or subtest order except in the above
instance, i.e., normally each person is administered the

same sequence of items. Neither is there a determination of
basal and ceiling ages, alhough in most subtests a certain
number of consecutive failures constitutes a basis for stop-

ping that subtest. It is likely, then, that many subjects
take a large number of items that are far too easy for them,

and that some subjects may be tested beyond their ability
level by one chance success amidst a string of failures. The
Wechsler scales, like the Binet, provide for encouragement
of the subject and for measurement of response times within

an untimed test, but the use of a more standard administra-
tion procedure makes it appropriate to think of them as
"standardized" or "conventional" individual tests.
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There are several problems inherent in individually ad-
ministered tests, whether using "adaptive" or "standardized"
administration. Probably most obvious is the fact that they
must be administered by a highly-trained examiner to one
person at a time, and this is both expensive and inefficient.
Group tests, which permit efficient mass administration by
examiners who need only a minimum of training, were developed
primarily to solve this problem. However, a variety of other
more subtle problems with individual tests can be ascribed to
examiner variables, which introduce error variance into the
determination of ability level.

Problems in Individual Tests

There is evidence that different examiners score items
on individual tests in different ways, even though they are
following the same instructions. Studies in which such
examiner differences are reported include those by Cieutat
(1965 , Cohen (1950), Plumb and Charles (1955), Schwartz
(1966 , Smith and May (1967), and Walker, Hunt & Schwartz
(1965 . Only two studies (Murdy, 1962; Nichols, 1959) did
not find significant differences in examiner scoring on
individual tests. Some of these examiner scoring differences
may be due to an expectancy effect (Sattler, Hillix, & Neher,
1970; Sattler & Winget, 1970; Simon, 1969), or to knowledge
of the tastee's past performance (Egeland, 1969). Some studies
also suggest that scoring might be biased by the examiner's
feelings toward his subjects (Donahue & Sattler, 1971;
Masling, 1959). In general, the data suggest that different
examiners use different scoring strategies, and that these
differences are sometimes complicated by examiner suscep-
tibility to expectancies or personal feelings.

At least in the testing of children, the degree of rapport
between tester and testee can influence the results of indi-
vidual ability testing (Exner, 1966; Hata, Tsudzuki, Kuze,
& Emi, 1958; Sachs, 1952; Tsudzuki, Hata, & Kuze, 1956), al-
though an early study by Marine (1929) failed to show rapport
effects. Similarly the test administrator's "adjustment"
can affect test scores (Young, 1959), as can tester-testee
sex differences or similarities (Quereshi, 1968; Stevenson
& Allen, 1964). The data on examiner race yield conflict-
ing results with several studies reporting no race effects
(Caldwell & Knight, 1970; Miller & Phillips, 1966), and others
reporting significant differences in test scores when testers
were of different races (Forrester & Klaus, 1964; LaCrosse,
1964; Sattler, 1966). That examiner race has effects on
ability test scores in interaction with situational stress
is suggested by results reported by Katz & Greenbaum (1963)
and Katz, Roberts, & Robinson (1965).

The available evidence suggests, then, that the score an
individual receives on an individually-administered test may
in some cases be heavily de7endent on variables associated
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with the examiner or with the relationship between the testee
and the examiner. Testing is usually a stressful situation
which might intensify the tendency of examiner variables to
introduce unsystematic and unwanted variance into the measure-
ment of ability using individual tests.

Limitations of Group Testing

Some psychologists realized before World War I that
there was a need for a mode of testing more efficient and
less expensive than individual tests. When the war began,
however, the pressing need for rapid classification of the
1.5 million American recruits made group testing an impera-
tive. An unpublished group test by Arthur S. Otis was the
prototype for the development of the Army Alpha and Army
Beta. These tests appeared about 1918 and started a
period of tremendous growth in both th4 number and quality
of group tests (Dubois, 1970).

Group tests are characterized by their high degree of
standardization. They are administered to large numbers of
people simultaneously by an examiner who attempts to follow
an explicit set of examination procedures. The character-
istics of group test procedures usually include: 1) a fixed
set of items in a fixed order, 2) paper and pencil admini-
stration with separate answer sheets, 3) a fixed and "fair"
set of time limits, and 4) completely objective scoring,
usually done by machine, due to the popular multiple-choice
item format.

Group tests control some of the variables present in
individual tests, i.e., scoring, time limits, and number
and order of items, but they too have a number of problems
which frequently operate to differentially increase error.

Administrator variables. Although group tests were
supposed to eliminate examiner effects, there is still some
possibility that administrators can affect test scores through
sex or race differences or through differences in the tendency
of examiners to inadvertently arouse anxiety in susceptible
individuals. There has been very little research in this
area, but two studies have relevance for the problem. Baratz
(1967) found that Negroes given the Test Anxiety Question-
naire (Mandler & Sarason, 1952) reported significantly greater
anxiety when the examiner was white than when he was Negro.
And Katz, Robinson, Epps, & Waly (1968) gave a hostility test
disguised as a concept formation test to Negro high school
stuaents. With neutral instructions, the examiner's race
had no effect. But under intelligence test instructions,
significantly more hostility was shown with a Negro exami-
ner than with a white examiner. These results suggested to
the authors that Negro students inhibit hostile feelings in
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the presence of whites, and it is possible that the emotional
conflict involved in controlling hostility may have disrup-
tive effects on test performance.

These results are only suggestive, and there is a need
for more research in this area.

Answer sheet effects. Different types of answer sheets
have effects on standardized test performance, particularly
with some groups of people. Gordon (1958) tested right-handed
and left-handed naval recruits on the speeded Clerical test
of the Navy's Basic Test Battery. The standard answer sheet
for this test is a right-handed insert-type. The left-handed
subjects performed significantly less well on the Clerical
Test but just as well as the right-handed subjects on tests
which did not use right-handed answer sheets. Merwin (1967)
found significant differences between IBM 805 and MRC answer
sheets on the Clerical Speed & Accuracy subtest of the Differ-
ential Aptitude Test (DAT) but found no differences on several
unspeeded DAT subtests. Hayward (1967) administered an un-
speeded reading test standardized on the IBM 805 answer sheet
using IBM 805, IBM 1230, and Digitek answer sheets. She found
that answer sheet and answer sheet by sex interaction effects
were significant. Clark (1968) found that children with IQ's
between 70 and 100 did significantly better when they could
mark their answers on the test booklet as opposed to using a
separate answer sheet. Whitcomb (1958) found that Ale group
of adult males taking readings from a clock took an average
of 120 seconds to record their answers on an IBM answer sheet.
Another group, who wrote their responses in longhand, took
only 60 seconds. Whitcomb concludes that when an IBM answer
sheet is used with certain speeded tests, one may be measur-
ing primarily answer sheet marking ability. Two groups of
college students, a group of high school students, and a
group of teenagers classified as "mentally retarded" were
given 4 subtests of the GATB in a study by Nitardy, Peterson,
& Weiss (1969). Separate answer sheets were eliminated for
half of eac".1 group, and it was found that the groups were
differentially affected on different subtests by this modi-
fication.

Item arrangement. The selection end sequencing of test
items can affect test scores, both for the group as a whole
and for certain individuals within the group.

Several studies have shown that different item arrange-
ments affect the level of group performance on a single test.
Sax & Cromach (1966) found that performance on the Henmon-
Nelson Tests of Mental Ability under timed conditions was
significantly better when items were arranged in ascending
order of difficulty than when they were arranged in descend-
ing order of difficulty. Under very generous time limits,
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however, there were no significant differences. MacNichol
(1956) found that under nearly pure power conditions, a
hard-to-easy arrangement was significantly more difficult
than an easy-to-hard arrangement.

Flaugher, Melton, & Myers (1968) rearranged SAT Verbal
items so that items occurred in random order within blocks
rearranged from the standard block order. A person taking
the test with items arranged into 5 item blocks of like
type in ascending order of difficulty (standard order) would
have a 5.6 point advantage over a person.of equal ability
taking the test in the rearranged order. Since the SAT is
speeded, the authors conclude that subjects may fail to
reach items of different difficulties, and that this will
affect their scores.

In a study by Sax & Carr (1962), college students
attempted significantly more items and received significantly
higher scores on the Henmon-Nelson Tests when items were
arranged in a spiral omnibus format than when they were
arranged in ascending order of difficulty within subtests.
Sax & Carr offer the interpretation that as items get more
difficult, the spiral omnibus format offers a variety of types
of items; the student failing a number of difficult math items
has more motivation to continue if he gets a vocabulary item
instead of another math item. On the other hand, no differ-
ences in student performance on achievement tests were found
when items were arranged in different orders in studies
by Brenner (1964), Huck & Bowers (1972), and Smouse & Munz
(1968).

Certain item arrangements may interact with particular
types of testee characteristics. Peters & Messier (1970)
found that students high on debilitating anxiety performed
significantly less well than other students when items were
arranged randomly but not when items were arranged sequen-
tially. Results by Munz & Smouse (1968) indicated that
students high on debilitating anxiety scored significantly
lower on a final course examination than students high on
facilitating anxiety when items were arranged randomly or
from easy to hard but not when items were arranged from hard
to easy. In contrast, however, are studies by Berger, Munz,
Smouse, & Angelino (1969) and Marso (1970) in which differ-
ent item orders did not differentially affect the performance
of a,:xious and nonanxious students.

Klosner & Gellman (1971) hypothesized that item arrange-
ment would be more important in the performance of low achiev-
ers than it is for high achievers. Their hypothesis was
based on the proposal that item order has more effect under
speeded conditions, and that for poorer students even a power
test may seem speeded. They found that poorer students did



best on ascending order of difficulty within subject mattcr
order and worst when all items were arranged in order of
difficulty. item format made little difference with high
achieving students.

In general, particular item arrangements can differen-
tially affect group scores; this problem has relevance both
for test construction and for the practice .of administering
alternate forms of a test for security purposes. More serious,
though, is the possibility that certain item arrangements may
have especially detrimental effects on people who are more
susceptible to situational stress, i.e., the highly anxious
or the poorly achieving.

Timing and time limits. Most group tests are timed
solely for convenience of administration. Many psychome-
tricians would probably agree that an untimed or "power"
test is more appropriate for most abilities since most of
the criteria to be predicted from ability tests are not
heavily speeded. Time limits may penalize the slower but
more accurate individual while benefiting the faster indi-
vidual who has a tendency to guess. They may also penalize
the person who tends to become anxious, and time limits can
contribute to undesirable failure stress.

Some of the research in this area has been done with
individual tests, but the findings would seem to apply in
any testing situation which involves some degree of speeded-
ness.

Sarason, Mandler, & Craighill (1952) found that low
anxiety subjects performed better on a digit-symbol substi-
tution task when they were told that they were expected to
finish within the given time limits, but high-anxiety sub-
jects did better when told that they were not expected to
finish. Siegman (1916) divided the WAIS into timed & untimed
subtests and found that only high anxiety subjects had sig-
nificantly lower scores on the timed subtests. He suggests
that anxiety has a disruptive effect on performance on timed
intelligence tests. Morris & Liebert (1969) administered
the timed subtests of the WAIS to a group of subjects, only
half of whom knew they were being timed. Subjects classi-
fied as "high worry" according to tie Taylor Manifest Anxiety
Scale did better when they did not :now they were being timed,
and "low worry" subjects did better when they did know. The
worry by time interaction was even more pronounced when the
tests were hard rather than easy.

,Similar effects have been found for group tests. Mat-
arazzo, Ulett, Guze, & Saslow (1954) found that level of
anxiety was negatively correlated with scores on a timed
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scholastic aptitude test (ACE) but unrelated to scores on an
untimed intelligence test (an abbreviated form of the Wechs-
ler-Bellevue) or to college grade point average. Similarly,
Sarason & Mandler (1952) found that low-anxious subjects
did significantly better on the SAT, the Mathematical Apti-
tude Test, and the Henmon-Nelson Tests, all of which are
speeded, than did high anxious subjects. However, there was
no relationship beiween anxiety level and grades. Finally,
students high on facilitating anxic . .,d significantly
higher on the timed Henmon-Nelson ' Lilian students high
on debilitating anxiety in a study by Berger, Munz, Smouse,
& Angelino (1969).

Standard set of items. Group tests usually require
that the same set of items be given to all individuals in
the group. But the standard set of items is typically aimed
at the average individual in some specified population, and
it is questionable whether these items are appropriate for
individuals who deviate significantly from the average.
Stanley (1971) suggests that the effective length of any test
is considerably less than the total number of items for any
given testee; he further asserts that administering all items
to all testees is wasteful of both time and money.

Accuracy of measurement might also be affected by a
standard set of items. Several reports (Baker, 1964; Levine
& Lord, 1959; Lord, 1957, 1959, 1960) have concluded that
the precision or reliability of measurement is not the same
at .all points on a score distribution, i.e., the standard
error of measurement for a given individual is partially
dependent on his "true" score. Thorndike (1951) and Davis
(1952), among others, have shown that when item difficul-
ties are concentrated at - given level, the standard error
of measurement will be minimum for individuals at that point
on the ability scale. On the typical "peaked" standard test,
with item difficulties concentrated around .5, the error of
measurement should be minimum for people of average ability
and will increase as people deviate from the average. Abi-
lity estimates for subjects of high and low ability will
consequently be less reliable than estimates for subjects
of average ability.

When test items are too difficult for a given testee,
the possibility of chance success through guessing on mul-
tiple-choice tests also contributes error differentially.
Guessing reduces t1 reliability and validity of measure-
ment for all 'subjects (Ebel, 1169; Frary & Zimmerman, 1970;
Lord, 1957, 1963), Lut the in _ease in error is particularly
pronounced for low ability subjects. According to Nunnally
(1967) ,

if all items are attempted, low ability subjects will
guess the most because they know the least. Their scores
will thus contain more error than those of average and high
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ability subjects. Boldt (1968) used formula scoring of mul-
tiple-choice items and found that error was greatest for
people in the chance range, i.e., where a given score could
vc been obtained solely through random guessing. Thus,

use of a standard set of items for groups differing in
ability can contribute to imprecise measurements.

Summary

Group tests, then, have not provided a completely satis-
factory solution to the problems in individual tests. Further,
their high degree of standardization has introduced the problems
of time limits, answer sheets, item set, and item arrangement
as they affect whole groups and as they affect certain sub-
groups of individuals.

Adaptive individual testing, as represented by the Stan-
ford-Binet, is still considered best by many because it is
flexible enough to accommsrdate individual differences in
ability and reaction to the testing process. But its sub-
jectivity and susceptibility to examiner variables renders
it unsatisfactory in terms, of traditional psychometric cri-
teria. Convcntional individual tests, i.e., the Wechsler
scales, retain the individual aspect and the recording of
response times but lose much of the flexibili+y of the adap-
tive approach. Group tests sacrifice flexibility completely
to gain convenience of administration and objectivity of
scoring.

For several reasons, individual, tests appear to be
fairer than group tests, and in view of the current pre-
valence of criticism of psychological testing, fairness is
a characteristic that must be considered. First, since
individual tests are essentially untimed, their tendency to
differentially arouse anxiety is probably much less than that
of group tests. Second, group tests frequently have un-
desirable motivational effects when items are too hard or
too easy for some individuals. Individual tests can main-
tain motivation at a more constant level by adapting item
difficulty to subject ability. Further, group tests may
be "off target" for some individuals in that there may be
few or no items relevant to high and low ability subjects.
Because of lower accuracy at the extremes, this may lead to
highly unreliable measurement for those individuals. Some
group tests are constructed with equal numbers of items at
each ability level; this practice equalizes measurement
accura,:y but makes the test extremely long and wastes time
that could be spent in more productive ways. With a good
individualized test, testing time could be minimized with-
out sacrificing accuracy by giving an individual only those
items that are relevant to his ability. This would also
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decrease guessing considerably since people guess most when
items are too difficult for them.

Neither conventional individual nor group tests appear
to offer satisfactory alternatives to the adaptive approach;
sacrificing flexibility for standardization seems to create
as many problems as it solves. The potential advantages of
the adaptive or individualized approach are clear. The
problems that remain are to demonstrate the utility of the
approach on traditional psychometric criteria, and to find
a mode of implementation that minimizes or removes the suo-
jectivity and examiner variance which have plagued individual
testing.

Background and Language of Adaptive Testing

Background. Adaptive testing involves varying test item
presentation procedures according to characteristics of the
individual being tested. In the majority of studies of adap-
tive testing test items are chosen for administration to a
given testee based on that individual's responses to the pre-
vious item, or to a set of previous items. This approach
builds on the basic logic implicit in Binet's work, in which
the level of difficulty of succeeding questions is based on
the testee s performance on blocks of previous test questions.

It is not surprising, therefore, that attempts to adapt
ability tests to characteristics of the testee arose from
clinical applications of individual ability tests. Spache
(1942) was concerned with the effect of successive failure
on scores on the Stanford-Binet. To determine whether succes-
sive failures might have an effect on Stanford-Binet scores,
he re-scored test protocols as if 1 or 2 easy items had been
presented whenever the tes-hee failed 2 or 3 items in succes-
sion. His analysis shower' no significant differences in test
scores, but he concluded that the adaptive method was better
since it would avoid large numbers of consecutive failures.
Spache's study is limited, however, in that it did not in-

volve actual adaptive administration; the study also used a
group of gifted children, and it could be expected that adap-
tive testing might have greater effects with other groups.

Hutt (1947) actually administered Stanford-Binet items

adaptively. When a child failed an item, he was given an
easier one, and when he passed he was given a harder one.
Testing was ended with items close to the subject's mental
age, so that the end of the test would not be characterized
by frustration and failure as is usually the case. Adap-
tive testing did not yield higher IQ's in a group of well-
adjusted school children, but poorly adjusted children re-
ceived reliably higher IQ's with the adaptive method.

A group of older people, aged 65-75, was studied by
Greenwood & Taylor (1965) using an adaptive administration
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of the WAIS. The control group was given the standard WAIS
initially and again after a 3-month interval. The experi-
mental group was given the standard WAIS initially but an
adaptive WAIS on the retest. In the adaptive WAIS each
subtest was begun with an item below the testee's antici-
pated ability level; easy and hard items were then alter-
nated, and a pool of nonscored easy items was available
to ensure that the examiner would not run out of easy items.
Retest scores of the adaptive group were significantly higher
than those of the control group. The study was then repeated
with college students, but no differences were found. This
latter finding supports the possibility that Spache's (1942)
inability to find differences in his simulated adaptive ad-
ministration was due to the high ability characteristics
of the group tested.

4,

FrandAen, McCullough & Stone (1950) tried a serial ad-
ministration of the Stanford-Binet in which all similar items
were given together. This procedure avoids placing all of
the most difficult items at the end of the test, as in the
standard consecutive order. Although there were no signifi-
cant differences between the results obtained from standard
and serial administration for a group of normal children,
the authors conclude that psychometrists can therefore con
tinue to use the same norms while reducing the anxiety and
frustration resulting from ending the test with a long suc-
cession of failures.

Outside the realm of clinical ability test administra-
tion, adaptive ability testing appears to have generated
considerable interest, speculation and research. As early
as 1951, Hick suggested that ability tes's be redesigned in
order to extract maximum "information" from a set of re-
sponses to ability test items. Based on findings in signal
detection theory and information theory, Hick suggested that
a testee be given a more difficult test item if he gets a
previous item correct, or an easier item following an in-
correct response. In constructing tests, he suggested that
each test question have a .50 chance of being correctly
answered by those who answered a previous test item correct-
ly. Building on a different set of premises derived from
decision theory, Cronbach (1966) suggested in 1954 that abi-
lity test administration could provide more information in
a given unit of time if testing procedures were adapted to
characteristics of the individual. Cronbach's suggestions
included the design of a series of short screening tests to
be administered within an hierarchical abilities model,
followed by more intensive measurement tests for indivi-
duals who obtained high scores on specific screening tests.

Recent literature on adaptive testing includes a variety
of kinds of studies as well as a variety of terms to refer to
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the concept of adaptive testing. Adapting ability test items
to characteristics of the individual has been referred to as
sequential testing (Krathwohl & Huyser, 1956; Paterson, 1962),
branched testing (Bayroff, 1964), individualized measurement
(Weiss, 1969), tailored testing (Lord, 1970), programmed
testing (Cleary, Linn & Rock, 1968a) and, most recently,
response-contingent measurement (Wood, 1972). Each of these
terms attempts to convey the idea of adapting, individualiz-
ing or tailoring the testing strategy to a given individual
based on responses he has made to test items already presented.

Research Approaches to Adaptive Testing. Several re-
search strategies have been brought to bear on the question
of whether ability tests should be adaptive or conventionally
administered. Each type of study has its unique limitations
and, because the kinds of generalizations drawn from the
various kinds of studies are inherently limited by the approach
taken, each study to be summarized below will beclearly iden-
tified by its basic strategy.

Empirical studies are, of course, a primary source of
information on adaptive testing. These studies are charac-
terized by 1) use of real people as testees; 2) use of a
raal item pool; and 3) administration of the ability test
in a specified mode. Modes of test administration in em-
pirical studies have included paper and pencil administra-
tion and the use of punch-board administration devices;
administration by specially designed testing machines; and
use of time-shared interactive computer systems to administer
ability tests adaptively.

Conclusions drawn from empirical studies must be con-
sidered carefully, however, due to characteristics of the
subjects being tested, the adequacy of the item pools being
usea, and the interactions of subjects and modes of admini-
stration. Some of these limitations of empirical studies
will become more apparent followLng their discussion below.

Because of some of the difficulties encountered in
empirical studies, and the limits of generalizability of these
studies, a number of researchers have turned to simulation
studies. This approach can be further divided into "real
data" simulations and Monte Carlo simulations. "Real data"
simulation studies use existing test data from the admini-
stration of conventional paper and pencil tests. These
data include item responses of a number of individuals,
total scores, and data on the difficulties and discrimina-
tions of the test items. To simulate adaptive testing on
that group of subjects, the researcher adopts some adaptive
testing strategy or strategies and re-scores each indivi-
dual's answer sheet as if the test had been administered
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adaptively. The approach is, therefore, characterized by
1) real subjects, 2) responding to a pool of real items,
but 3) under simulated adaptive testing strategies.

Conclusions drawn from "real data" simulation studies
are, of course, limited by the nature of the item pool and
the characteristics of the subjects. Although they are not
limited by subject-mode interactions, they do lose valuable
information on the actual effects of adaptive testing on the
testee.

Monte Carlo simulation studies involve the generation of
hypothetical item pools and hypothetical groups of subjects.
In these studies, the investigator specifies exactly the
characteristics of the item pools, in terms of item diffi-
culties and item discriminations, and the ability levels of
the "testees". Then, using item characteristic curve theory
and computer-generated random numbers, matrices of testee
"responses ", total scores, and ability levels are generated
for a pre-determined item pool, specified adaptive (and
conventional) testing strategies, and a given number of
subjects. While these kinds of studies obviously control
for characteristics of the item pool and for the ability
levels of the subjects, they provide no information about
the actual effects of adaptive testing on testees. They do
provide valuable information on the effects of item pool
characteristics on results obtained by adaptive (as well as
conventional) testing, but they are, of necessity, limited
by the assumptions made in generating the test response
records for simulated testees.

Closely related to the Monte Carlo simulation studies
are the theoretical studies. These studies are based solely
on item characteristic curve theory with items of specified
characteristics, in terms of difficulties, discriminations,
and guessing parameters. These studies differ from the Monte
Carlo simulation studies in that they investigate a con-
tinuous range of hypothetical ability levels, rather than a
pre-specified sub-set of abilities, for a theoretically
"optimal" set of test items, and are not limited to a pre-
specified number of simulated subjects. All results to date
derived from theoretical studies are based on the solution
of a series of mathematical equations due to Lord (1952;
Lord & Novick, 1968) and others, which generate distributions
of "test scores" from assumed item characteristic curves for
"subjects" with varying amounts of assumed ability under a
specified testing strategy. The results obtained from the
solutions of these equations are, of course, completely de-
pendent on the assumptions made in their derivation and on
the assumed characteristics of the items. The studies are
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valuable, however, in that they permit the very rapid, but
restricted, evaluation of a variety of testing strategies
and parameters. As do the simulation studies, theoretical
studies obviously do not permit the evaluation of the actual
effects of adaptive testing.

The diversity of approaches to studying adaptive test-
ing is, however, an indication of the extent of interest
in the field. Comparison of results across a variety of
types of studies permits a generality of conclusions that
would not otherwise be possible. In addition, by following
similar procedures with two different kinds of studies,
sources of variance leading to different conclusions can be
more readily identified. For example, administering a speci-
fied strategy of adaptive testing to live subjects in an
empirical study and at the same time simulating responses to
the same item pool under the same strategy might uncover sub-
ject-item pool interactive effects which could help clarify
the conclusions derived from the empirical study.

Criteria for Evaluating Adaptive Testing. In addition
to the diversity of approaches to studying adaptive testing,
an understanding of the research in the area is further com-
plicated by the different kinds of criteria on which adaptive
testing procedures are evaluated. As might be expected, adap-
tive testing has been compared to conventional testing on
practical criteria. These include such considerations as
time involved in administration, cost of the various strate-
gies of administration, and administrative complexity.

Some studies use as an evaluative criterion the corre-
lation of scores on the adaptive test with scores on a con-
ventional paper and pencil test. In these studies, con-
ventional test scores are usually known in advance, and
adaptive tests are either actually administered or simulated
to obtain adaptive test scores, using items chosen from the
conventional test. The objective in many of these kinds of
studies seems to be to determine which strategy of adaptive
testing best estimates the total score on a "parent" test.
Studies using ths approach tend to be either empirical or
real data simulation studies.

A number of theoretical studies have used the correla-
tion of test scores with underlying ability. A variation
of this is found in the Monte Carlo simulation studies in
which the criterion for evaluating adaptive testing strate-
gies may be the correlation of generated or underlying abi-
lity with ability as estimated from the generated item re-
sponse patterns for the hypothetical individuals. In these
studies the researchers are interested in the "validity" of
the testing strategies as the scores generated predict hypo-
thetical "ability" for a group of hypothetical subjects.



A fourth.criterion for evaluating testing strategies is
by the use of "information functions." Rather than result-
ing in a single numerical index which reflects the relation-
ships between two testing strategies, or the "validity" of
a given strategy, the information function compares two or
more strategies of testing in terms of the amount of infor-
mation they provide at different levels on the underlying
ability continuum.

The most prominent information function used in the
literature on adaptive testing is due to Birnbaum (1968).
Computation of Birnbaum's function results in a numerical
value for each level of underlying ability, for a given
testing strategy. The results are frequently displayed in
a bivariate graph with underlying ability on the abscissa
and information on the ordinate. Since the information
values are interpretable only in a relative fashion, infor-
mation graphs always compare two or more strategies of
testing.

Birnbaum's information function can be interpreted in
three ways. First, it reflects the relative number of items
necessary for two tests to achieve the same level of pre-
cision of measurement. Thus, for a specified level of
underlying ability, information function values of 20 and 10
respectively for testing strategies I and II indicate that
strategy I provides 20/10 or 2.0 times the information as
strategy II. Thus, Strategy II would require twice as many
items as strategy I to achieve the same degree of precision
of measurement.

One formula for computing Birnbaum's information function
involves two terms: the numerator is the squared slope of
the regression of observed test scores on underlying ability,
while the denominator is the conditional variance of test
scores at each value of underlying ability. The square root
of the information function gives the reciprocal of the con-
fidence interval for estimating underlying ability from ob-
served score (Green,1970); the information-function therefore
can reflect the "precision" of measurement at varying levels
of underlying ability. Thus, a low value of information
represents a large variance of observed test scores around
true underlying ability (or a large standard error of measure-
ment) while a large value of the information function re-
presents a small variance of test scores around ability
scores, or a small standard error of measurement.

Lord (1971a,d) presents a third interpretation of the
information function. According to Lord, given two differ-
ent levels of underlying ability, the information function
represents the capability of observed test scores to dis-
criminate the two levels of true underlying ability. This
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variation of the formula appears as a t-ratio type of statis-
tic which has as its numerator the difference in means of
observed test scores at the two specified levels of under-
lying ability and as its denominator the conditional variance
of test scores for the two pooled levels of ability. Large
values of the function indicate that test scores are very
successful in differentiating the two levels of underlying
ability, and small values indicate that the observed test
scores do not clearly discriminate the two levels of under-
lying ability.

The three interpretations of the inform-tion function
are interchangeable. Thus, values of information refer to
1) the relative number of items to achieve the same degree
of reliability; 2) the relative standard erro: -s measure-
ment; and 3) the relative capabilities of testing strate-
gies to provide discrimination between levels of ability.

RESEARCH ON ADAPTIVE TESTING

Two-stage Procedures

Two-stage testing procedures are the simplest of the
adaptive testing models. The two-stage strategy typically
consists of a routing test followed by a series of "measure-
ment" tests. The routing test is usually a set of items
distributed across the ability continuum; its purpose is
to make an initial estimate of each individual's ability
level within a band of ability scores. Thus, the routing
test might categorize individuals into 2, 4 or 10 initial
levels of ability. Once a score has been determined for
an individual on the routing test, and his ability classi-
fication estimated, an appropriate "measurement" test is
selected for him, based on his ability classification, as
his "second stage" test. The typical "measurement" test is
a peaked test, consisting of a number of items all around the
same level of difficulty. The level of difficulty of each of
the second stage measurement tests, of course, varies. The
testee therefore takes the routing test and only one of a
series of measurement tests.

Empirical studies

The first reported study of two-stage testing procedures
(and the only apparent empirical study) was by Angoff &
Huddleston (1958). That study involved the comparison of
two-stage testing procedures with conventional "broad range"
ability tests on both verbal and mathematical abilities from
the College Entrance Examination Board's Scholastic Aptitude
Test. The two-stage procedure used a 40-item verbal routing
test to route to two 36-item "high" and "low" measurement
tests. For mathematical ability, a 30-item mathematical test

r
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routed to two 17-item measurement tests. All tests were
timed. The study involved almost 6,000 students in 19
different colleges. The design was such that routing did
not actually occur (i.e., the routing test was not scored
prior to administration of the measurement test), but tests
were administered in sufficient combinations to determine
the effects of actual routing, had it occurred. Results of
the study were evaluated in terms of reliability and validity
considerations.

Results showed the narrow range (measurement) tests to
be more reliable for the groups for which they were intended
than wide-range tests, thus yielding scores with less error
of measurement. Validities of the narrow range tests were
found to be slightly higher than those of the conventional
wide range tests, as measured against a criterion of grade
point averages. Their data also show about 20% errors in
classification due to routing.

Angoff & Huddleston (1958, p. 5) conclude that "there is
a clear and relatively consistent superiority of each Narrow
Difficulty-Range test to the Broad Difficulty-Range test in
those regions of the ability continuum where both types of
tests are appropriate," and that "a multi-level test offer-
ing for the College Board Program is technically superior,
at least in terms of reliability and validity, to a single
test offering." They do suggest, however, that the differ-
ences are not large enough, in view of the technical diffi-
culties of an actual two-stage administration, to feasibly
implement the routing test-measurement test procedure.

Simulation studies

The next series of studies of two-stage procedures appeared
ten years later in inter-related papers by Cleary, Linn & Rock
(1968a,b; Linn, Rock & Cleary, 1969). These studies were all
"real data" simulation studies using the responses of 4,885
students to the 190 verbal items of the School and College
Aptitude Tests and the Sequential Tests of Educational Pro-
gress. The total group was randomly split into a develop-
ment and cross-validation group; several routing test pro-
cedures were developed in the development group and testedout on the cross-validation group.

Cleary et al. developed and evaluated four different two-stage procedures in their studies. Their "broad range" rout-
ing procedure consisted of a 20-item routing test with a rec-
tangular distribution of difficulties as estimated on the
total group. Based on an individual's score on this test,
he was routed to one of four 20-item measurement tests con-
sisting of items with high discriminations as estimated on a
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group with the same range of total scores, based on fourths
of the total score distribution on the "parent" test. A
second routing procedure used by these authors consisted of
a double routing procedure, followed by one of the same four
measurement tests. In the double routing procedure a 10-item
routing test with items of average difficulty routed indivi-
duals to one of two second 10-item routing tests, each of
which then routed to two 20-item measurement tests.

The third two-stage procecure used was referred to as a
"group discrimination" procedure. In building this routing
test, the score distribution of the parent test was divided
into four intervals. Twenty items were-then identified which
had the largest between-group differences in item'difficulties.
The individual's total number correct on these 20 "group
discrimination" items constituted his score on the routing
test. He was then routed to a measurement test at the appro-
priate level of difficulty.

Cleary et al. refer to their fourth routing test approach
as a "sequential" routing test. In this method of routing,
items would be administered to subjects one at a time. After
each item response is determined, "likelihood ratios" are
computed to determine an individual's likely membership in
each of four ability groups. Given certain predetermined
classification parameters, item administration in the rout-
ing test is terminated when the likelihood ratios permit a
classification for each individual. The individual is then
routed to the appropriate measurement test for his estimated
ability level. In implementing this approach Cleary et al.
used both a three-group and four-group approach to the deve-
lopment of the sequential tests.

In these studies Cleary et al. also studied two differ-
ent ways of scoring the two-stage procedures. These methods
included developing total scores both with and without use
of the information obtained in the routing tests. For com-
parative purposes, two "best" conventional tests of 40 and
42 items were compared with the results of the two-stage
procedures. Two papers (Cleary et al., 1968a,b) report the
results in terms of correlations with scores on the parent
test, while one paper (Linn et al., 1969) reports results as
correlations with the "external criterion" of scores on the
College Entrance Examination Board tests and scores on the
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Tests taken one and a half
years later.

Results of these studies showed that the sequential two-
stage procedure correlated highest with total score. Next
highest were the two conventional tests, followed by the group
discrimination, broad range, and double routing two-stage
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procedures. The differences in correlations with total scores
from highest to lowest accounted for only 6% of variance in
total scores and were probably not statistically significant.
Since the two-stage tests were typically composed of a much
smaller number of items than the parent test, the authors
suggest that the use of such procedures can achieve drastic
reductions in the number of items administered to an indivi-
dual with little or no loss in accuracy of total scores. Even
the best short standard test was :shown to require about 35%
more items to achieve the same level of accuracy as the 3-
group sequential two-stage procedure. Particular benefits in
reduced time and increased accuracy would be expected for
individuals who deviate from the average of the ability dis-
tribution.

The validity results were even more favorable for the
two-stage adaptive procedures than were the correlations with
scores on the parent test. In terms of the correlations
with the "criterion" of other achievement and aptitude test
scores, the group aiscrimination and 3-group sequential two-
stage procedures achieved highest correlations. With the
exception only of the double-branching two-stage model, the
two-stage tests achieved higher validities than conventional
tests of an equal number of items in every comparison; in
most cases the validities of the 40-item two-stage tests
were higher than those of the 50-item conventional tests.
In five instances the 40-item adaptive tests correlated
slightly higher with the external criterion than did the
190-item parent test, thus achieving equivalent validities
with almost 80 percent fe:,,er items. Linn et al. (1969)
conclude that "a test which was parallel to the 190-item total
test would have to be 3.36 times as long as the best program-
med test to have an equal median correlation with the outside
criterion tests" (p. 145). It is important to note that these
results were obtained by simulation of branched tests, as
opposed to actual adaptive administration, which could be
assumed to have additional advantages. Furthermore, the two-
stage strategies were compared with an external criterion
(other standardized tests) which could be expected to favor
the standardized tests as predictors.

The results of these studies agree in general with those
of Angoff & .auddleston (1958) although the differences are
greater in the latter series of studies. Two-stage proce-
dures appear to result in higher reliabilities, correlations
with parent tests, and higher validities against external
criteria. In both studies, about 20% of the testees were
misclassified by the routing tests. This raises the question
for future research on two-stage models of the effect of this
mis-routing on the results. If the routing procedure had
been recoverable, i.e., if the two-stage procedures were com-
puter-administered so that routing errors could be detected
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and corrected before termination of testing, the adaptive
strategies might have shown even greater advantages. A
preliminary answer to this question could result from re-
anaLysis of Angoff & Huddleston and Cleary et al.'s data,
eliminating individuals for whom routing was in error.

Theoretical studies

Lord (1971e) has published the only theoretical study
of two-stage testing procedures. His analyses are based
completely on the mathematics of item characteristic curve
theory under a specified set of assumptions. In his raper
he reports on only the "best" results obtained from theore-
tical studies of over "200 different" two-stage strategies.
His assumptions include 1) a fixed number of items administer-
ed to each "testee"; 2) dichotomous (right-wrong) scoring;
3) normal ogive item characteristic curves; 4) homogeneous
items in a unidimensional test; 5) all items of equal dis-
criminations, i.e., items differed only in difficulties;
6) both the routing tests and measurement tests were peaked,
i.e., all items in each test were of the same difficulty;
and 7) that all routing and measurement tests were linear
(i.e.,-non-branched). The 200 different strategies studied
varied in terms of total number of items (15 or 60), the
distribution of items between routing tests and measure-
ment tests (and, therefore, the number of levels of the
measurement test), and whether or not random guessing was
assumed (for a 5-choice item, within the 60-item studies
only). Lord presents his results in terms of information
functions, comparing the information obtained under the two-
stage procedures with those obtained from a standard peaked
test with all items of average difficulty.

Lord's results show that the best of his two-stage pro-
cedures provides almost as good measurement around the mean
ability as the standard peaked test. As ability deviates
from the mean, the two-stage procedures provide better measure-
ment with the relative improvement increasing with increasing
distances from the mean. Lord's best two-stage procedure
was an eleven item routing test followed by six levels of
measurement tests of 49 items each. Thus, each examinee
would take exactly 60 items. Good results were also obtained
for an 11-item routing test followed by four levels of
measurement tests each with 49 items. Lord's results showed,
however, that when guessing was assumed the measurement effec-
tiveness of the two-stage procedures was seriously impaired,
although it was still superior to the standard peaked test
for the upper ranges of the ability distribution. Other
aspects of his results give valuable suggestions for the
future design of two-stage adaptive testing procedures.
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Summary

The empirical and simulation data on two-stage tests
show higher reliability and validity for some of the two-
stage procedures studied, with substantial savings in test
administration time. Lord's theoretical results, while
generally sho'.ing the capability of better measurement for
two-stage procedures, are difficult to integrate with the
other studies due to the different methodologies employed
and the different criteria by which the results are evaluated.
While the empirical and simulation studies are limited by
the chazacteristics of the item pools used and by the charac-
teristics of the subjects, they differ in many other respectsfrom Lord's studies. For example, both Angoff & Huddleston
(19C8) and Cleary et al. (1968a,b) used routing tests which
were not peaked, while Lord's (1971e) assumptions included
routing tests of uniform difficulty. Lord's measurement tests
differed only in terms of difficulty; Angoff & Huddleston's
differed in both difficulties and discriminations; and
Cleary et al's. were constructed on the basis of within-
group discrimination values. Lord's results showed poor
measurement for the two-stage procedures under random guess-ing; both other studies used real data on multiple-choice
items on which guessing likely occurred, but without apparentdetrimental effects on the results. Thus the results of
these non-theoretical studies raise questions about Lord's
assumption concerning random guessing.

In general, however, even in light of these differencesin methodology and assumptions, the results of these studies
seem to converge on the conclusion that two-stage adaptive
testing procedures can give results as good as conventional
procedures, and in many respects the accuracy and validityof measurement achieved by some of the two-stage proceduresis superior. Two-stage procedures can also, in many cases,achieve this superiority with substantially fewer items thanconventional ability tests.

Multi-Stage Adaptive Testing

Fixed Branching Models

Most of the research to date on adaptive testing hasused the multi-stage model, rather than the two-stageapproach. The most frequent applications of the fixedbranching multi-stage model are based on a pyramidal ortree-structure arrangement of test items. These structuresrequire an item pool which is ordered in terms of itemdifficulties. At the top of the pyramid consisting of thefirst stage of the multi-stage structure, is a single itemwhich is typically of median difficulty for the group forwhich the test is intended. If the subject responds correc-tly to the first test item, he is typically administered an
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item of higher difficulty, moving down a right-hand branch
of the pyramid to a second stage item; if the testee answers
the first-stage item incorrectly, he is administered an item
of lesser difficulty, moving down a left-hand branch of the
pyramid. On the basis of the testee's response to the second
stage item, he is "branched" to a left-hand or right-hand
branch, respectively an item of lesser or greater difficulty.
The branching process continues, typically, until a testee
has responded to a test item at each of a number of stages.
The pyramidal structure taken in cross-section at any stage
beyond the first would show items in increasing order of
difficulty going from left to right through the structure.

When a subject is to be administered one item per stage,
there is one item available at stage 1, two items at stage
2, and n items at stage n. Each subject is then routed to
one item at each stage based on his responses to the pre-
vious items. While these multi-stage fixed branching pi-o-
cedures require fairly large item pools for their imple-
mentation, the number of items actual?.y administered to any
subject (i.e., the number of stages) is fairly small. Typi-
cal multi-stage fixed branching studies use from 5 to 10
stages (respectively a 15-item and a 55-item pyramid), re-
quiring each subject to respond to only 5 to 10 test items.

A number of variations of these multi-stage proceduies
have been reported in the literature. Some approaches have
fixed entry points, typically an item of median difficulty.
Others have proposed the use of variable entry points, tailor-
ing the first item to be administered to an individual to be
an item at his estimated level of ability, rather than an
item of median difficulty for a group. The number of items
to be administered at each stage also varies. In some studies
as many as five items per stage have been used; others have
used three. In these cases, differential branching occurs
based on the number of items an individual has answered
correctly at a given stage; in a three items per stage design
the individual who answers all three items correctly is
branched to an item of greater difficulty than the person
who gets only 1 of 3 items correct. This kind of branching
constitutes an implicit adaptive variation of "step sizes."
The step size is the increment (or decrement) in difficulties
from items at one stage to those at the next stage. Some
studies use a fixed step size throughout; some use shrinking
step sizes, with smaller chariges in item difficulties at the
later stages of testing to more adequately converge on the
testee's ability level; and some studies use combinations
of fixed and variable step sizes.

Another variation in the fixed branching studies appears
in what has been call.,.,d the "offset." The majority of studies
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use a "up-one, down-one" procedure, where a correct response
on an item leads to an item one step higher in difficulty,
and an incorrect response leads to an item one step lower
in difficulty. Other studies, however, vary the offset so
that a correct response to an item leads to an item one
step higher in difficulty, while an incorrect response
leads to an item 2 steps lower in difficulty; this as re-
ferred to as an "up-one, down-two" procedure, which may be
used when guessing can be assumed to be operating.

Termination rules also vary among studies. The termi-
nation rule determines the number Of items to be administered
to a given subject. In most studies, the number of items to
be administered is determined by the number of stages in the
pyramid; however, in some cases it has been suggested that
the number of items administered be controlled by determin-
ing when enough items have been administered to reach a
desired degree of precision of measurement (Owen, 1969;
Weiss, 1969; Wood, 1971), or when sufficient items have been
administered to reach the decision for which testing is being
implemented (e.g., Cronbach & Gleser, 1965; Ferguson, 1971;
Green, 1970). Others (e.g., Lord, 1970) have suggested that
testing cease when the range of item difficulties being ad-
ministered to an individual centers around items of .50
difficulty for that person (i.e., he gets about 50% correct).

Scoring of fixed branching adaptive tests is accomplished
in several ways, with different methods of scoring yielding
different results. In some studies the score for an indi-
vidual is the rank of the difficulty of the final item reached;
thus, in a 6-stage pyramid, only six score values are possible.
Others use the correct/incorrect information of the final item
administered to obtain double the number of score ranks. In
this approach a 6-stage model would yield twelve score values,
since a correct or incorrect answer leads to two possible
ranks for each of the six items. Some studies use the diff-
culty level of the final item reached, or extending the logic
of the previous approach, the difficulty level of the "n*+ lth"
item, to utilize the response information of the last item
administered. Still others use the average difficulties of
all items administered to a given testee, or a weighted
average of item difficulties, giving more weight to the items
administered to an individual later in the sequence.

It is clear that there are a very large number of com-
binations of approaches to fixed branching adaptive tests.
Yet with all the variability used in entry points, step
sizes, termination rules, and scoring schemes, as well as the
differences in approaches taken by the empirical, simula4ion,
and theoretical studies, the research to date does appear to
converge on a common conclusion.

1

1
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,Empirical studies. Multistage branched testing was first
reported in 1956 by Krathwohl & Huyser, using a modification
of paper and pencil answer sheets to route students through
one of two fixed branching adaptive tests. This study used
an eight-stage, one item per stage model, and a four-stage,
two items per stage approach. Based cn a group of 100 college
students, Krathwohl & Huyser obtained a correlation of .78
between their sequential test and the 60-item parent test,
showing a large savings in testing time with only a moderate
loss in the information obtained from the longer test.

Krathwohl & Huyser's work in paper and pencil sequen-
tial testing was extended by a group of Army researchers
led by Bayroff (Bayroff, Thomas & Anderson, 1960; Seeley,
Morton & Anderson, 1962). Bayroff's group developed four
differen, 6-stage branched tests, one for each part of the
Armed Forces Qualifications Test (AFQT). Like Krathwohl
& Huyser, they used an up-one down-one approach, with decreas-
ing step size and one item per stage. Entry point was con-
stant at median item difficulty (p = .70), and score was the
ranked difficulty of the n+lth item. One innovation intro-
duced in Bayroff's studies was the use of differential
branching on the first item for incorrect answers, based
on the difficulty of the chosen distractor.

Bayroff administered his sequential tests by paper and
pencil with the chosen answer giving the examinee the number
of the next item to be taken; he included a number of unused
"buffer" items to hide the routing sequence from the testee.
Results of administering two of the branched tests to about
500 men were evaluated by a comparison of score distributions
and correlations with total scores on the parent tests.

Results showed a correlation of .63 for the 6-item se-
quential test with the parent test. Conventional tests of
25 items correlated higher with the parent test than did
the sequential tests. Further analysis showed that apparently
the sequential tests were too easy; scores were badly skewed
with definite bunching at the high score end of the distri-
bution. This finding alone could account for the lower corre-
lation of the sequential tests. The sequential tests also
took considerably longer to construct, longer to administer
than conventional tests of equivalent length, and resulted
in more unusable sets of data than conventional tests, due
to the testees' failure to follow the routing instructions.
While scoring of the branched test was easier, since it in-
volved simply determining whether one of a number of possible
terminal items was correct or not, the verification of the
routing process was considerably more time-consuming than
required for scoring of conventional tests.
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Similar negative results were found in a paper and pencil
study of a branched test reported by Wood (1969). Wood deve-
loped branched tests of 4, 5 and 6 stages and administered
them to 91 students. He used a fixed step size procedure,
entry at median difficulty with an even offset, and scored
them using total number of correct answers (varying from
0 to 4 through 0 to 6). His criterion was the correlation
of test scores with course grades.

His results sh^wed correlations of about .35 for the 4
to 6 item branched tests with course grade. When the three
sub-scores from the three multi-stage tests were combined
into a total score, that score correlated .51 with the
course grade. The results also showed that scores on the
conventional test and the score derived from the "best" 15
items in the conventional test wire both better predictors
of grades than were the scores on the branched tests or
the score o- all three branched tests in combination.

Wood's study has a number of deficiencies which limit
the generality of his conclusions. First, it appears that
the branched tests were selected to measure separate com-
ponents of mathematical ability, while the conventional test
included all three components in combination. Thus, a fair
comparison of the two approaches as they predict a hetero-
geneous criterion would have required a heterogeneous branched
test. Secondly, Wood did not report the distributions of
scores on the branched tests. With the limited ranges of
scores possible in tests of from 4 to 6 items, it is likely
that the restricted range of scores and their possible skew-
ness if the branched tests were poorly constructed could
account for the low correlations with grades. Thirdly, the
paper and pencil approach to administration of the branched
tests could have resulted in additional error variance; use
of a complex paper and pencil branching test can confound
test scores by an extra component resulting from the testee's
ability (or willingness) to implement the branching procedure,
as it interacts with the ability being measured.

Because of the administrative problems involved in using
multi-stage branched tests in paper and pencil format or
variations of that format (e.g., specially designed punch
boards), researchers have turned to mechanistic and auto-
mated devices to administer adaptive tests. Bayroff (1964)
reports on the design of a "programmed" testing machine which
can administer linear (conventional) tests, two-stage, multi-
stage, and combinations of these ability testing strategies.
The machine was designed to conserve testing time by ter-
minating testing if a testee's performance fell below or
above pre-specified points. In addition, the machine provided
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for 1) the capacity to permit the subject to choose a tenta-
tive selection of answers prior to deciding on one alterna-
tive multiple - choice response (a form of differential weight-
ing of response distractors; 2) recording of response latency
data; and 3) administration of immediate feedback to the sub-
ject on the correctness of his responses.

The testing machine Bayroff designed was apparently
never put into production. In its place, the growth of
time-shared interactive computer systems permitted Bayroff
and others to continue research into adaptive testing, with
different results from those derived from paper and pencil
adaptive testing.

Bayroff & Seeley (1967) administered two eight-stage
branched tests on a teletype connected to a time-shared
computer (9 stages were used for the most able subjects).
Their branched test included difficulty levels varying from
.95 to .20, entry point at an item of .60 difficulty, and a
fixed step size of .05. Test items were six distractor
multiple choice measuring verbal and numerical abilities.
Test score was the relative difficulty of the n+16 item,
giving a score range of 17 points. The two branched tests
were administered to 102 subjects who also completed a 50-
item verbal test and a 40-item numerical test, both conven-
tional tests composed of items from the same pool used to
construct the branched test.

Analysis of the data yielded -correlations (corrected
for restriction in range) of .83 and .79, respectively
for the verbal and numerical tests, with scores on the
conventional tests These correlations approached the
test-retest reliabilities of the conventional tests (r = .91
and .85 respectively). Conventional tests of the same length
were estimated to have correlations of .75 and .67, respec-
tively, with the parent test (Bayroff, 1969).

Computer administration of the branched tests reduced
the correlations between verbal and numerical tests from .65,
which resulted from paper and pencil administration, to .57.
Scores on the conventional test and the verbal branched test
were approximately normal, while those on the numerical
branched test were piled up at the high end of the distri-
bution. Individuals with maximum scores on the latter test
were distributed over two standard deviations on the similar
conventional test (Bayroff, 1969). One possible explanation
for this finding is that the adaptive administration, be-
cause it tailors items to the individual's ability level,
permits more individuals to obtain "true" high scores by
eliminating sources of error variance in conventicnal test
administration which artifactually depress test scores for
certain testees.

-!
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A major conclusion derivable from Bayroff & Seeley's
study is that conventional linear tests would have to be
about twice as long as the branched tests to achieve the same
correlation with the criterion paper and pencil test. Thus,
adaptive computer administration of ability tests appears
to require about 50% less items (and, therefore, shorter
testing times) to achieve the same amount of information,
based on the criterion used in this study.

Hansen (1969) also administered an adaptive test by
teletype. He used achievement test items in five 3- to 5-
stage pyramidal subtests, so that the total test consisted
of 17 items per individual. Hansen's pyramid used an entry
at p=.50, step size of .10, and a variety of scoring methods
based on final level of difficulty reached. The 56 students
who completed the adaptive tests had also taken a conven-
tional achievement test on the same material one week earlier.
Scores on another achievement test and course grades were
used as criterion variables. In addition, special relia-
bility indices were computed for the computerized test and
compared to the reliabilities on toe 20-item conventional
test.

Analysis showed that at least one approach:to scoring
the computerized test yielded 1) a more rectangular score
distribution than did the standard test, which yielded a
skewed distribution; 2) higher subtest reliability and
higher total test reliability than the 20-item conventional
test; 3) shorter testing time; 4) higher correlation with
final grade; and 5) higher correlation with the achievement
test criterion. These findings were replicated in a second
study which also showed college freshmen to have positive
attitudes toward computerized testing.

A third study of computerized branched testing was re-
ported by Bryson (1971). This study compared two special
branched procedures with results from two short conventional
tests. Her criterion was correlation with total scores on
a 100-item parent test. Paper and pencil tests were 5-item
tests in which items were selected using special item ana-
lysis techniques. Branched tests were administered on a
cathode ray computer terminal with response by light pen.
The branched tests each consisted of five stages (with a
sixth item for those who correctly responded to the most
difficult item); items were arranged in variable step-size
order. The branched tests were constructed using a varia-
tion of Rasch's (1966a,t) item analysis model and a specially
designed item selection approach which sequentially selects
items for a pyramidal structure based on the most valid item
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for all individuals who reach a given node in the pyramidal
routing procedure. Computerized tests were administered to
two groups of 263 testees, while the conventional tests were
administered to 250 individuals.

Bryson's empirical results are not generally in favor
of the computerized administration. Correlations of com-
puterized test scores with scores on the parent tests were
virtually identical with those of the 5-item conventional
tests. However, a careful analysis of the branching para-
digm for one of her adaptive strategies shows that one item
selection technique did not place items in a meaningful
order of difficulties; another of her pyramids had a very
restricted range of difficulties. Furthermore, distribu-
tions of scores are not given for any of her results, making
it impossible to determine if a truncated or skewed score
distribution, such as found by Bayroff & Seeley (1967),
could account for her findings. Another limitation of
Bryson's results derives from her method of scoring the
branched tests. "Scores" on Bryson's tests were obtained
by identifying each possible pathway through the branched
test and determining, in a-developmental sample of 10,000
recruits, the mean total score on the parent test for those
with the same pattern of response. No indication is given
of the number of subjects on whom each of these means were
based, thus scores are of unknown reliability. This pro-
cedure also assumes the inherent similarity of adaptive and
coventional test administration, an assumption which should
be called into serious question and which might, in part,
account for her results.

The empirical studies available to date on fixed branch-
ing models show mixed conclusions. In general, when well-
designed adaptive tests were studied it appears that branched
adaptive tests show promise of effecting considerable savings
in test administration time, through the use of fewer items,
than conventional tests. Two computerized test administra-
tion studies agree in showing different distribut.ons of
scores under computerized than paper and pencil administra-
tion, while Hansen (1969) reports higher validities for com-
puterized test administration than for conventional admini-
stration.

Simulation studies. Two "real data" simulation studies
report results for fixed branching multi-stage adaptive
testing. Bryson's (1971) study compared her empirical re-
sults with results on the same testing strategies based on
available item response data from two , aps of 100 recruits.
These analyses showed one of the branch.Ag strategies to have
consistently higher correlations with total test score than
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either the two conventional strategies or the other branched
strategy. The second branched strategy had lower or equal
correlations than one conventional strategy and higher corre-
lations than the other. These results contrast quite clearly
with the empirical results, which showed equal correlations
for all methods. The differences suggest caution in draw-
ing conclusions from simulation studies and generalizing them
to empirical studies; apparently the actual process of ad-
ministering an adaptive test might have effects which do not
occur in simulation of adaptive administration from data
already administered in conventional testing formats.

Linn et al. (1969) in their study of two-stage models
also used available conventional test responses to simulate
administration of two multi-stage strategies. One of their
tests was a 10-level pyramidal model with entry at p=.65,
step size of about .02, and an equal offset (up one/down one) .

Test scores were based on the addition or subtraction of
step size to a constant following a correct or incorrect
response. Their second test was a 5-stage branched test
with five items per stage. Branching occurred on the basis
of an individual's scores at each level; scores of 0, 1 or
2 branched to an easier group of items while scores of 3, 4
or 5 branched to a more difficult group of items. Item
difficulties varied slightly within each group of 5 items and
step sizes between levels varied somewhat. As in the 10-
stage test, total scores were derived by adding or subtract-
ing .05 (the average step size) to a constant after each
upward or downward branching, respectively.

Results showed that the 10-stage branched test had the
lowest correlation with total score of the two multi-stage
strategies, all the two-stage strategies, and the short con-
ventional tests. It should be noted, however, that all items
in the experimental tests were selected from the items in
the parent test. Further, the results reported by Linn et al.
show that the correlations with total score were roughly
proportional to the number of items in the tests. Hence,
the fact that the 10-stage branched test correlated lowest
with total score could be partly explained by the fact that
it had fewer items in common with the parent test than any
of the other tests, except the 10-item linear test. Results
for the 5-stage branched test (in which 25 items were "ad-
ministered" to each testee) showed correlations with total
score about equal to those of a 30 to 40 item conventional
test. Thus, 25 items were used in a branched strategy to
extract about as much information as a 35-item conventional
test.

Of tLe adaptive strategies studied by Linn et al., the
10-stage branched procedure correlated lowest with the ex-
ternal criteria used. However, with number of items admini-
stered held constant, the multi-stage adaptive procedures
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correlated higher with the criteria than conventional tests
of equal length, as did the two-stage procedures. The five-
stage branched test (25 items) had correlations with the
criterion tests higher than those of the conventional 50-
item tests. These data suggest that multi-stage branched
tests, as well as the two-stage models studied by these
investigators, can result in considerable time savings in
test administration with gains in validity, as ,:ompared
to conventional tests.

An early monte carlo simulation study by Paterson (1962),

deriving from Krathwohl & Huyser's (1956) pioneering work,
provides additional information on the characteristics of
fixed branching multi-stage models. Paterson studied a six-
stage pyramidal test in camparison with a 6-item conventional
test. His entry point was an item of 50% difficulty, and his
branching rule chose a more difficult item following a correct
response and an easier one following an incorrect response.

Paterson's step size rule is perhaps unique in research
to date on adaptive testing. In constructing his item pyra-
mid, Paterson ordered his items by difficulty and, within
difficulty levels, by discriminations. Thus, the first items
administered were the most discriminating and the last least
discriminating at a given difficulty level. Step size varied
as a function of item discrimination; a larger step increment
followed a correct response to a highly discriminating item
and a smaller increment for a correct response to a less
discriminating item. Since items were ordered in terms of
discriminations, the procedure approximates a "shrinking
step size" procedure, with larger steps taken for early items
and shorter steps for later items. Paterson's score on the
branched test was the difficulty level of the final item ad-
ministered.

Paterson generated a hypothetical population of 1500
"testees", 100 at each of 15 ability levels. Item discri-
minations varied, using biserial correlations of .45 to .79.
Paterson assumed that guessing did not occur. He compared
the sequential and conventional tests under conditions of
normal, rectangular and U-shaped ability distributions, as
well as similar score distributions.

Results of the study showed that the branched test
better reflected atypical (e.g., U-shaped) ability distri-
butions in test scores. The branched test also gave more
precise test scores, particularly at the extremes of the
ability distribution, since it more accurately classified
individuals who were at the extremes of the ability distri-
bution. Paterson also noted that both tests were about equal
in the accuracy in which they, overall, predicted ability from
test scores. Thus, Paterson's results suggest that the cri-
terion used to compare the adequacy of the methods may have
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a direct effect on the conclusions drawn. As a subsidiary,
but important, finding Paterson observed that the sequentialtests were not sensitive to errors in estimating the item
parameters.

While the three simulation studies vary widely in
approach, subjects, testing strategies, and evaluative cri-teria, the results are generally in favor of adaptive test-ing. Bryson's (1971) study shows one adaptive approach tobe superior to conventional procedures in terms of correla-tion with a parent test. Linn et al.'s (1969) data shows
the branched tests to have considerably higher validity,with number of items held constant, than conventional tests.And Paterson''s study, although it does not yield higher corre-lations with underlying ability for the branched test, doesshow the branched test to be more sensitive to distributionof underlying ability and to yield scores that are more pre-cise than those of the conventional test.

Theoretical studies. A number of investigators havestudied fixed-branching multi-stage models using mathemati-cal derivations from item characteristic curve theory. In1964, Waters (under Bayroff's direction), reported a theore-tical study comparing a 5-item conventional test and a 5-stage
pyramidal adaptive test. The conventional tests were developedin four different forms to reflect different spreads of itemdifficulties. The sequential test used an up one/down onebranching rule with increments of .10 in difficulty levelsand final score as the difficulty level of the n+16 item.Both tests fixed item discriminations at .80, no guessing
was assumed for some of the analyses, and fifteen levels ofunderlying ability were studied. The criterion in this studywas the correlation of test score and underlying ability.

Results showed the correlation between test score andability to he higher for the branched test than for the con-ventional test, even when random guessing was assumed. Addi-tional analyses showed that the branched test, using finaldifficulty score, had a flatter score distribution (and,therefore, scores of more nearly equal precision) than didthe conventional test.

Waters & Bayroff (1971; Waters, 1970) report a similarstudy extending these findings. In this study, they comparedbranched and conventional tests of 5, 10 and 15 items. Whilethe branching models were basically the same as in the earlierstudy, they also studied a 2-items per stage multi-stage adap-tive test. In this study, point-biserial correlations of itemswith the underlying continuum were systematically varied from.30 to .90 on the 5 and 10 item tests and from .40 to .80 onthe 15 item tests. They also used 29 ability levels, rangingfrom +3.5 to -3.5, to study the results at all practical rangesof the ability distribution.



Using, again, correlation of test scores and under-
lying ability as the criterion, their results generally showed
higher correlations for the branched tests than for the con-
ventional tests, particularly at higher point-biserial corre-
lations. Thus, when items are more discriminating, test scores
on branched tests more accurately reflect "true" position on
the underlying ability continuum. Comparison of the one-item
per stage and two-item per stage branched tests showed no im-
provement for the latter strategy.

In a series of interrelated papers, Lord (1970; 1971a,e)
has presented a considerable amount of theoretical informa-
tion on the characteristics of fixed-branching adaptive test-
ing models. A brief but incomplete overview of his method
and results is given in Lord (1971c); the theoretical basis
is in Lord (1972).

All of Lord's analyses are evaluated in terms of Birnbaum's
(1968) information function. It will be recalled that this
function reflects, at each level of underlying ability, a value
based partially on the precision of measurement, related to the
standard error of measurement, at that ability level. Higher
precision implies a lower standard error and lower precision a
higher variability of observed scores around true scores.

All of Lord's theoretical analyses, with only minor ex-
ceptions, are based on a common set of assumptions. These in-
clude 1) normal ogive item characteristic curves; 2) all items
of fixed and equal discriminating power (biserial correla-
tions of about .45); 3) items that vary only in difficulties;
4) a. fixed number of items to be administered under the branch-
ing strategy; 5) either no guessing or completely random gues-
sing; and 6) a comparison peaked conventional test with all
items having eqiial difficulties (the mean of the population
being tested) and equal discriminations.

Lord (1970, 1971a) and an associate (Stocking, 1969)
studied a variety of tailored testing strategies using 10-
stage, 15-stage, and 60-stage procedures, although not all
strategies were studied for each size branched test. Stra-
tegies studied include equal step size procedures using branch-
ing rules of up one/down one, up one/down two or three, with
different constant step sizes, based on a Markov chain random
walk model. Lord also studied Robbins-Munro shrinking step
size procedures, based on a mathematical model adapted from
work in bioassay. In addition, he studied other shrinking
step size procedures designed to approximate the Robbins-
Munro procedures, but without making the same formal assump-
tions. In some of his studies, Lord compared several scoring
procedures for tailored tests, including average difficulty
score and final difficulty score. In all his studies, the entry
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point, or first item "administered" under tailored testing pro-
cedures, was always an item of average difficulty for the group
being tested.

Because of the variety of strategies studied, Lord's re-
sults are difficult to summarize. However, one finding is
fairly clear. Under the assumptions from which the results
were derived, the conventional test always provides more
accurate measurement than any adaptive strategy at the mean
of the ability distribution. Thus, the information curve for
the conventional test approximates'a normal curve, highest at
the mean and dropping off sharply as ability deviates from
the mean in either direction. Information curves for the
"good" tailored tests, however, do not have the bell-shaped
characteristic. Rather, information curves for adaptive
strategies approximate a horizontal line, crossing the in-
formation curve for the standard test between .5 and 1.0
standard deviations on the ability distribution and remain-
ing relatively flat out to at least +3.0 standard deviations.
Thus, while the precision of the conventional test is highest
at the mean of the ability distribution, the good adaptive
testing procedures give almost constant precision throughout
the ability range as a result of administering items which
are as closely matched to an individual's ability as is possible.

Following his analysis of the Robbins-Munro procedures,
Lord (1971a, p.. 14) concluded that "tailored procedures pro-
vide good measurement for a much wider range of examinee
ability than does the standard test." Stocking (1969, p-. 5)
reached a similar conclusion for 15-item tests under a Robbins-
Munro procedure. And, in his study of fixed step size pro-
cedures, which also included a comparison with a typical un-
peaked "published" test, Lord (1970, p. 179) concluded that
tailored testing is better than the "published" test for
examinees at all levels of ability. In general, Lord's data
show good tailored tests to provide better measurement for
about two-thirds of the typical ability range, or about 30%
of a normally distributed population, with larger percentages
possible depending on the distribution of ability in the pop-
ulation.

The specifics of Lord's findings vary, of course, de-
pending on the tailored strategies. In general, his analyses
show that tailored tests lose some of their efficiency when
random guessing is assumed. Under these circumstances, in-
formation functions become asymmetric and, under certain
tailored strategies, the nearly constant precision of the
tailored test is lost. Comparison of the utility of final
difficulty scores with average difficulty scores shows average
difficulty scores to be superior. Among the fixed step pro-
cedures, Lord found the up one/down one procedures to be more
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efficient than those with a variable offset, except when
guessing was assumed. Step size itself had substantial
effects on amount of information obtained under tailored
testing.

Lord's results show the shrinking step size Robbins-
Munro procedures to be superior to the fixed step size pro-
cedures. When compared with two-stage testing procedures
(Lord, 1971e), the fixed step size procedures are about as
good as the two-stage procedures (with number of items equal),
but the multi-stage models provide greater precision at the
extremes. Neither, however, is as good. as the Robbins-Munro
procedures, but both are better than non-Robbins-Munro re-
ducing step size procedures.

In addition to using theoretical derivations to study
some conventional multi-stage fixed branching adaptive models,
Lord (1971b) developed a new multi-stage branched technique
which he calls a "flexilevel" test. A typical multi-stage
pyramidal branched test has at each stage a number of items,
one of which will be administered to a testee based on his
response pattern on previous items. This results in there
being available for administration two items at stage 2, three
items at stage 3, and so on, so that a 60-stage fixed branch-
ing test will require that there be available 1,830 items, of
which only 60 will be taken by any one testee. Lord's flexi-
level test, however, does not make such heavy demands on an
item pool. A 60-stage flexilevel test, in which any indivi-
dual will complete 60 items, requires an item pool of only
119 items. Lord accomplishes this by administering, follow-
ing a correct response, the next more difficult item previously
unanswered and, following an incorrect response, the next easier
item previously unanswered. Each person continues answering
until he has answered exactly half the items in the flexilevel
test. As proposed by Lord, the testing procedure is paper
and pencil and requires that the answer sheet inform the testee
of the "correctness" of his response for routing to the next
test item. The procedure is designed so that all individuals
who arrive at a given terminal item have taken exactly the same
items, in contrast to the typical pyramidal branched test in
which a variety of pathways are possible to a given terminal
item.

Lord (1971d) presented some theoretically derived data
concerning his flexilevel test. Consistent with his previous
analyses he assumed a 60-item flexilevel and a 60-item conven-
tional test, both with constant item discriminations. He
also compared the information functions for both tests with
the information derivable from a test designed to discriminate
at two points on the ability continuum. His results showed
that the flexilevel test provides more information throughout
the ability range than does the test designed to discriminate
at two points on the continuum. The conventional peaked test,
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of course, provides more accurate measurement around the mean
ability level, with the flexilevel test becoming more accurate
at more extreme ability levels. Consistent with his previous
theoretical results, the flexilevel procedure provides greater
accuracy of measurement for at least 30% of the population,
those who deviate beyond ±1 standard deviations on the abi-
lity distribution. However, the information curves for the
flexilevel test are not as flat as those for the Robbins-Munro
procedures, or for the best pyramidal procedures, thus showing
less precision of measurement for the flexilevel test at the
extremes of the ability distribution.

Another approach to reducing the demands of the multi-
stage strategies on item pools was taken by Mussio (1972).
He modified Lord's model to assume a Markov chain with a
retaining barrier and a reflecting barrier. This modifi-
cation involves truncating the upper and lower tails of the
item pyramid, eliminating all itemr above and below specified
difficulty levels. Thus, rather than having, say, 15 items
available at the 1.3.12 stage of the pyramid, Mussio's approach
might have as few as 11 items available. In the retaining
barrier approa,:h, testees reaching the highest or lowest
difficulty level continue to receive items at that level;
the reflecting barrier method would alternate between items
at that level and available items at the next lower level(in
the case of difficult items) or higher level (in the case of
easy items). For a 60-stage truncated pyramid allowing a
maximum of 11 difficulty levels, Mussio's approach requires
only 262 items for the reflecting harrier and 390 items for a
retaining barrier (compared to Lord's requiremel.c of 1,680
items for a complete pyramid). Thus, this approach results in
reducing item pool requirements by over 75%.

Mussio's theoretical analyses, presented in the form of
information curves, show results similar to those obtained by
Lord. In comparison to the peaked conventional test, adap-
tive tests provide less information at the mean of the dis-
tribution, but considerably more information forindividuals
whose abilities deviate from the mean. His comparison of the
retaining barrier and the reflecting barrier showed the re-
taining barrier to maintain more nearly equal precision through
out the range of abilities than the reflecting barrier; how-
ever, both approaches showed some reduction in precision at
very extreme ability levels, although both were still consi-
derably more precise than the peaked conventional test.

Summary. Studies of both multi-stage and two-stage
fixed-branching adaptive testing procedures have used empiri-
cal, simulation, and theoretical procedures to examine the
characteristics of the pyramidal branching models and their
derivatives. These studies have used a variety of item pools,
both real and simulated, a variety of subjects, and have varied
such characteristics of the adaptive testing procedure as step

I
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size, offset, and constancy of step size. In addition, the
criteria on which the outcomes are evaluated have varied
from study to study.

In general, the results show a definite advantage for
adaptive tests in terms of number of items to be administered
to any individual. Multi-stage branched tests that are well-
designed (e.g., Bayroff & Seeley, 1967; Krathwohl & Huyser,
1956; Linn et al., 1969) give higher correlations with parent
tests than do conventional tests of the same length, result-
ing in shorter testin_ times (Hansen, 1969). Similar results
were found in Bryson's (1971) simulation study, at least for
one branched procedure. Adaptive tests also give higher corre-
lations with external criteria (Hansen, 1969; Linn et al.,
1969), requiring conventional tests to consist of up to twice
the number of items as multi-stage adaptive tests to achieve
the same external validity. Multi-stage branched tests also
give different distributions of test scores than do conven-
tional tests (e.g., Bayroff, 1969; Waters, 1964), with these
distributions better approximating an equi-discriminating
rectangular distribution (Hansen, 1969) and better reproducing
atypical distributions of underlying ability (Paterson, 1962),
than do conventional tests. Finally, multi-stage branched
tests give scores which, with highly discriminating items,
have higher correlations with underlying ability for a fixed
number of items than do conventional tests (Waters & Bayroff,
1971) and yield scores with more nearly constant precision of
measurement and considerably greater precision of measurement
for individuals at ability levels divergent from the estimated
average ability of a group (Lord, 1970, 1971a, d,e; Mussio,
1972; Paterson, 196 1.

Variable Branching Models

As described above, the fixed branching multi-stage adap-
tive testing models use a structured item pool in which items
are placed for administration in pre-determined order, based
on their difficulty and discrimination parameters. Further-
more, in '6he fixed branching models there is a pre-determined
step size which is constant across all individuals; even the
shrinking step size procedures do not adapt to individual
differences. The fixed branching models always depend on a
pre - determined branching rule which determines whether the next
item will be an item of higher, lower, or equal difficulty.
In fixed branching procedures the number of items administered
to &n individual is also usually fixed in advance.

In contrast to the fixed branching models, the variable
branching models require simply an item pool vith known charac-
teristics rather than a structured item pool. For the variable
branching models items need only to be identified by appropriate
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indices of difficulty and discrimination; they are not
organized into a hierarchical structure, nor need they be
stratified according to difficulties or discriminations.
The variable branching models do, in general, need to assume
a specific (e.g., normal) distribution of ability in the
testees.

In general, the variable branching models require the
ready availability of computers for their implementation.
The general procedure consists of choosing each item in
succession for each individual, based on his responses to
all previous items, in order to maximize or minimize some
measurement-dictated criterion for that individual. Test-
ing usually continues until some pre-specified value of the
criterion is reached. Each i em is selected by searching
through the entire item pool of unadministered items to
locate the next "best" item for that individual. While
research with variable branching models has been sparse,
both Bayesian and non-Bayesian approaches have been reported.

Bayesian strategies. Novick (1969) develops a Bayesian
adaptive testing model based on classical true and error
score theory. His model uses a regression-based approach
based cn the availability of a large and diversified homo-
geneous item pool. Novick's mo al uses both information
available on the individual and information available on
the population of which he is a member. In the early stages
of testing, where only a few items provide a small amount
of information on the individual, the weighted Bayesian
regression model uses the mean of the population to provide
most information. In the later stages, when a larger number
of test items provide more specific information about the
individual, his item responses are weighted more and the
population data is weighted less. Items to be administered
to an individual at each stage are based on a weighting of
the individual's test responses and the population mean
test score.

Novick's procedure for item selection is designed to
find an item that has a difficulty level such that all people
with a given ability level have a probability of .50 of ob-
taining a correct answer. This is the item, as suggested
by Hick (1951), which provides the most information about
the testee's ability. Using the prior ability estimates
based on testee responses and populatior means, the Bayesian
estimation procedure continually updates the ability esti-
mates and provides information on which an individualized
step size is chosen for the next item. Novick suggests
that the Bayesian procedures will be especially valuable for
short tests (15 to 20 items), a finding which is later re-
markably well supported by Wood's (1972) results using a
different Bayesian procedure.

"J.
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Owen (1969, 1970) presents a Bayesian adaptive testing
procedure different in a number of respects than Novick's.
His model does not use information on group membership to
arrive at ability estimates but bases all calculations on
the item responses of one individual in an ability testing
situation. The model assumes dichotomous (correct/incorrect)
responses, local independence of item responses for any
individual (i.e., all responses cetermined solely by under-
lying ability), normal ogive item characteristic curves, and
a normal distribution of underlying ability. Owen develops
the model under both guessing and non-guessing assumptions.
Implementation of the method requires a prior estimate of
the individual's ability and,.therefore, permits a variable
starting point for testing.

Owen's model is based on estimating a "loss function"
at each stage of testing. Once the loss function, which
is related to the "seriousness" of errors of estimating
ability, is specified the choice of a scoring function
and sequential decision criteria can be determined. Owen
uses a quadratic loss function, which has the effect of
reducing the variance of the ability estimate at each stage
in the item administration procedure. The procedure chooses
for administration to a given individual that unanswered
item among all remaining items which minimizes the expected
posterior loss. The item is then administered, and the new
ability estimate and its variance are computed. This new
posterior ability estimate then becomes a Bayesian prior
ability estimate, and a new test item is chosen to reduce
the next posterior loss estimate. That item is administered,
the posterior estimates calculated, and the new prior is
formed. The process continues until the variance of the
posterior ability estimate, or the precision of that ability
estimate, reaches a prespecifiet value. Owen develops
approximation procedures for choosing items since theideal
test item might not exist in an actual item pool.

Owen's model has considerable inituitive appeal. For
example, under his assumptions the posterior variance of
the ability estimate is always smaller than the prior vari-
ance, even if the item is answered incorrectly. In other
words, any item provides some information, permitting the
procedure to "converge" more accurately on actual ability
level. In his development using the guessing parameter, the
relationship between ability estimate and difficulty is cur-
vilinear, with the estimate of ability increasing with diffi-
culty up to a point, but beyond that as an item becomes too
difficult for an individual, decreasing the estimate of
ability. Or, in other words, when an item is near an indi-
vidual's ability level, he is less likely to guess, but as
the item becomes more divergent from his true ability, random
guessing is more likely to occur and to artificially inflate
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his observed test score. These assumptions about guessing
stand in contrast to the "across the board" random guessing
assumptions employed by Lord.

Wood (1971) programmed Owen's Bayesian model for actual
test administration. He administered, on a time-shared
computer, a pool of vocabulary items to 28 school children
in grades 4 to 6. Subjects were required to continue answer-
ing each test item until they obtained a correct answer and,
of course, were told when the answer was correct. Wood
administered an average of 50 items per subject and studied
the mean and variance of posterior ability estimates as a
function of number cf items administered. He also did some
additional simulation studies using 1) the characteristics
of the real item pool but simulating subject responses based
on item characteristic curve theory, and 2) simulating both
subject responses and item characteristics. Wood compared
his results to a simulated two-stage approach, with 10
items at the first stage and 50 items at the second, and
with a 60-item simulated conventional test.

Wood's results with live data showed that for a number
of subjects the Bayesian ability estimates converged at
arour.d 20 items, as predicted earlier by Novick (1969)
using a different Bayesian model. Thus, about 85% of the
erro.' -r-eduction had occurred by item 20, on the average.
In some cases convergence occurred much earlier, in some
cases later, with the results partly based on the adequacy
of the prior ability estimate for a given individual. In
his "real item" simulation studies, Wood found the two-
stage procedure best, followed by his Bayesian procedure
and the conventional test, although he found some person-
test interactions suggesting that some testing procedures
might be more approprii for some individuals than others.
Using simulated item responses and a simulated item pool,
Wood replicated the finding that the Bayesian procedure
required only 20 items to effect 85% reduction in error.
He also found that even with one-third fewer items the
effectiveness of the Bayesian procedure matched that of the
two-stage and conventional testinE procedures. Thus, im-
portant savings in number of items administered to testees
are evident from the Bayesian test administration procedure.

Non-Bayesian strategies. In a study designed to test
the robustness of logistic test models, Urry (1970) developed
an adaptive testing strategy which does not use a fixed
branching approach. It is similar to the Bayesian methods
in that items to be administered at later stages in the
testing process are chosen in order to minimize the standard
error of the ability estimate from the testee's responses
to a given sequence of items. His method, however, is not
based on Hayes theorem. Rather, it uses maximum likelihood
estimates at each stage of the testing process to estimate
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ability and its associated standard error, based on test
items already administered. Urry's method bears some
similarities to the fixed branching approaches in that
the first item administered is an item of median diffi-
culty. The response to that item determines a fixed
branching for the second item, which is the most diffi-
cult item available following a correct response, and
the least difficult item available following an incorrect
response. Once an individual's response pattern deviates
from all correct or incorrect, Urry begins his estimation
procedure and moves to the variable branching model.

Urry's monte carlo simulation study compared conven-
tional and adaptive tests under two models; Rasch's (1966a,b)
1-parameter model, in which guessing is not assumed and items
differ only in terms of difficulties (the same model studied
by Lord), and a two-parameter variation of the same model
in which guessing is assumed. In contrast to Lord's studies,
Urry systematically varied 1) item-ability biserial corre-
lations from .45 to .85 in steps of .10; 2) item diffi-
culties, using a constant value, normally distributed
difficulties, and rectangular difficulty distributions; 3)
guessing probabilities of .00, .25 and .50; 4) number of
test items, from 10 to 50 in steps of 10; and 5) in a sub-
set of studies item discriminations were unequal to study
the effect of departures from the assumptions of the model.
In all, Urry generated 36 different kinds of item structures.
He calibrated his item banks on 500 hypothetical subjects
and carried out all validity computations on an independent
cross-validation sample of 100 "subjects" of known ability.
His criterion for comparing methods and item banks was the
validity correlations of known ability estimate with abil-
ity estimate derived from the model applied to the pattern
of item responses of the cross-:validation group.

Urry's results offer some suggestions for the design
of adaptive tests, at least of the type he used. He found
adaptive tests to increase in validity with increasing item
discrimination, particularly for rectangular difficulty
distributions; when item discriminations were high, a 10-
item rectangularly distributed tailored test is as good as
a 30-item peaked tailored test. When item discriminations
varied, a rectangular distribution was also found best. He
also found that his tailored testing procedure was adversely
affected by guessing probabilities of .50, suggesting that
his type of adaptive testing is not appropriate for true-
false tests.

In comparing adaptive and conventional tests Urry's
data show that tailored testing gives higher validities
than a peaked conventional test when 1) the model is appro-
prate to the data; 2) the items are highly discriminating;
and 3) the distribution of difficulties is rectangular.
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Under these circumstances, a 10-item tailored test gives
as high a correlation between generated and estimated abi-
lity as a 100-item peaked conventional test. In general,
Urry's data show the adaptive test to be superior to the
conventional test, except for items of low discrimination.
When the items are relatively imprecise, in the range of
biserials of .45 which is approximately what Lord used
for most of his analyses, Urry's data supports Lord's
general conclusion showing a peaked conventional test to
be superior for much of the population. Urry suggests that
tailored tests should be considered in place of conventional
tests when item-ability biserials are .65 or greater and
have a relatively narrow distribution.

Testing for Classification

All the above studies have been concerned with the
problem of measurement--estimating a person's standing on
a latent trait from his responses to a series of ability
(or achievement) test items. Ability/achievement testing,
however, is sometimes used to make classificatory decisions.
Cronbach (1966) as early as 1954 and Cronbach & Gleser (1965)
suggested the application of sequential or adaptive item pre-
sentation procedures to categorical decision-making. How-
ever, two s-sudies had already applied sequential techniques
to achievement testing prior to Cronbach's suggestion.

Cowden (1946) applied Wald's (1947) sequential sampl-
ing procedure in an empirical demonstration of sequential
testing for assigning grades in a statistics class. Cow-
den's study used subsets of 20 items administered at a time,
out of a pool of 200 items. Each subset was scored for each
student before the next was administered; succeeding sub-
sets were administered only when a decision could not be
made with available scores. Using a set of pre-specified
error tolerances, he found that decisions could be made
about most students using less than one-third of the items
available. Moonan (1950) applied the same sequential
methods, but using real data simulation techniques to make
a dichotomous (pass-fail) decision. His data showed that
an average of 4o items was necessary to well approximate
the decision which would be made on the basis of the parent
75 items; correlations between proportions correct on the
sequential tests and the parent test were around .90. Thus,
both early studies show considerable savings in terms of
numbers of items required to make categorical decisions
under sequential procedures.

Over twenty years later Ferguson (1971) applied the
same sequential procedures to criterion-referenced achieve-
ment measurement using computer administration of achievement
test items to live subjects. Ferguson's study was concerned
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with classifying students with respect to mastery or non-
mastery at each level of a hierarchically structured ..a.:hieve-
ment domain. Following the administration of each item the
sequential probability ratio test was used to classify each
student into one of three categories: 1) mastery; 2) non-
mastery; or 3) no decision. When "no decision" occurred an
additional item was administered, and the probability ratios
were re-calculated. Item administration continued for each
individual until a mastery or non-mastery decision was
reached.

Ferguson administered his computerized sequential classi-
fication system to 75 students in grades 1 to 6 and compared
the results with paper and pencil administration. Results
were evaluated on several criteria. Tie found a 60% time
savings in the computerized administration. Test-retest of
the sequential procedure gave high reliability, with the
reliabilities of the sequential classifications higher than
those of the paper and pencil approach. Validity of the se-
quential approach was also found to be high.

Linn, Rock & Cleary (1970) report a real data simula-
tion study designed to compare two sequential item admini-
stration procedures with conventional testing procedures
on their effectiveness in classifying students into high
and low achievement groups on the College Board's CLEP
tests. Data were item responses and total scores for 4,840
students, split into development and cross-validation groups.
Test items were treated in actual order of administration,
and the decision rule for classification was based on log
likelihood ratios. Items were "administered" to each sub-
ject until it was possible to classify him into the high or
low criterion group. The sequential item administration
procedure was compared to short conventional tests of from
5 to 60 items (in increments of 5), for which total test
score was used to classify into achievement groups. The
general conclusion derivable from Linn et al.'s analysis
is that the sequential tests required about 50% fewer items
than the conventional tests.

In general, the available classification studies using
sequential procedures converge on one conclusion: sequen-
tial testing strategies can effect a considerable time
savings in achievement classification. A minimum of 50%
time savings in number of items administered was found in
empirical studies using both paper and pencil and computer
administration, as well as in two real-data simulation
studies. This conclusion is further supported by Green's
(1970) similar theoretical findings.
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EVALUATION

The research on adaptive testing appears to show ad-
vantages for the adaptive approaches as compared to con-
ventional ability testing procedures. Adaptive tests show
important reductions in number of items administered, with
little loss of information in total scores (Bayroff & Seeley,
1967; Bryson, 1971; Cleary et al., 1968a,b; Ferguson, 1970;
Krathwohl & Huyser, 1956; Linn et al., 1969, 1970); Hansen
(1969) showed shorter actual testing times for computerized
testing. Some adaptive testing strategies give higher
validities against external criteria (Angoff & Huddleston,
1958; Hansen, 1969; Linn et al., 1969); other studies show
higher correlations of adaptive test scores with underlying
ability (Urry, 1970; Waters, 1964, 1971; Waters & Bayroff,
1971). For certain segments of the population, adaptive
tests give considerably more precise scores, or more infor-
mation per item administered (Lord, 1970, 1971a,d,e; Mussio,
1972; Paterson, 1962; Stocking, 1969); adaptive tests have
been shown also to be more reliable (Angoff & Huddleston,
1958; Ferguson, 1970; Hansen, 1969). Score distributions
are also affected by adaptive testing (Bayroff et al., 1960;
Bayroff & Seeley, 1967; Seeley et al., 1962; Waters, 1964)
with these distributions approaching equidiscriminating
rectangular distributions (Hansen, 1969) and better re-
flecting atypical ability distributions (Paterson, 1962).

There are, of course, some negative findings concern-
ing adaptive tests. In some studies, the expected advantages
of adaptive testing were not evidert from the data. In large
part, however, these appear to be due to methodological
difficulties of the studies themselves. Indeed, each type
of study appears to have problems unique to it.

Empirical studies

Empirical studies of adaptive testing have a number of
common problems which, in some cases, have severely re-
stricted the generalizability of their findings. These
studies are, of course, limited by the characteristics of
their item pool. Thus, a poorly normed item pool with low
item discriminations and a poor range of item difficulties
(Urry, 1970) can severely distort the findings of the em-
pirical studies. The early studies by Bayroff & Seeley
(1967) and Seeley et al. (1962), in which large numbers of
testees obtain highest scores exemplify this problem. The
problem is probably even more severe in the application to
Bayesian adaptive procedures since they require a well-
designed item pool for optimality. Yet these latter pro-
cedures are still likely to give almost optimal results in
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comparison to others when item pools are poorly designed,
simply because they select the best item from those that
do exist with maximum adaptation to individual differences
among testees rather than following a pre-determined branch-
ing procedure.

Within the fixed branching models, a poorly structured
branching procedure can severely vitiate the conclusions
drawn from an empirical study. Bryson's (1971) study, in
which items at each stage did not always progress in a
meaningful order of difficulties, typifies this problem.
Since the purpose of adaptive testing is to converge on an
individual's ability level, a set of items structured in a
way that does not follow a logical' convergence procedure
is unlikely to give the desired results.

The value of empirical studies is also reduced by the
nature of the samples studied. In many cases the samples
are simply too small to permit any general conclusions. In
others, the samples represent groups of highly restricted
abilities, thus limiting generalization to groups of other
ability levels.

Many early empirical studies used paper and pencil ad-
ministration of adaptive tests or special equipment such as
punch boards. The results of these studies are, of course,
confounded by the administrative complexities involved in
the branched administrations. Since the adaptive tests
administered in a paper and pencil or similar format require
the individual to route himself through the testing proce-
dure, additional sources of error in adaptive test scores
might include the subject's willingness and his ability to
follow instructions.

In spite of their limitations, however, empirical
studies are an essential type of research on adaptive test-
ing. It is only through empirical studies that the actual
effects of adaptive test administration on the testee and
his performance will ultimately become known. Future em-
pirical studies of adaptive testinr^ should be based on
reasonably large numbers of subjects from carefully defined
populations, using tests based on well-structured item pools
normed on large and appropriate groups of subjects, with
tests pre-tested to obtain appropriate kinds of score dis-
tributions and probably computer-administered to reduce
extraneous sources of variance in test scores.

Simulation studies

In the absence of well-designed empirical studies,
simulation studies appear to be a valuable source of data
with which to evaluate adaptive testing procedures. The
"real data" simulation studies have provided important results
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to date and likely will continue to generate important
findings. Many of these studies, however, suffer from
the same limitations as the empirical studies: samples
are not representative, item pools are severely restricted,
and branching procedures are poorly designed, primarily
because of limitations in the item pool. In addition,
these studies do not include an evaluation of the possible
psychological or motivational effects of adaptive testing.
They can be used simply as a preliminary device for the
technical comparisons of certain adaptive strategies, but
results should not be considered definitive until they are
replicated in empirical live testing studies.

Both Bryson (1971) and Wood (1971) compared simulation
results with live administration empirical results. In
both cases the simulation data gave better results than the
actual computer-administered test. Bryson simulated the
adaptive testing procedure on item responses of subjects
who had taken a conventional test, while Wood took actual
computer-administered test response patterns and used a
simulated item pool. Brystm's results suggest some man-
machine interaction contamination faCtors which affected
her empirical results, while Wood's findings indicate the
use of a poor item pool in his empirical study. Thus,
the replication using simulation techniques of an unexpected
or contradict..ry finding from a "real administration" em-
pirical study can help the researcher to uncover possible
design problems in his empirical study.

Monte carlo simulation studies have provided important
findings concerning adaptive sting strategies. These
studies eliminate as sources of error characteristics of
the subjects and characteristics of the item pool. Rather,
they permit the generation of item pools with known charac-
teristics and subjects with known ability distributions.
They do, however, suffer from the other problems of the "real
data" simulation studies, and, due to their similarity to
the theoretical studies, have the same problems inherent in
those studies.

Theoretical studies

Although theoretical studies can, in a short period of
time, provide a great deal of comparative information on a
variety of testing strategies, they are probably the most
limited in value of any of the types of studies reported.
This is not to say that they are without value--they cer-
tainly can provide some very tentative answers to specific
questions. But, because of their limitations they should
be carefully followed by both simulation and empirical
studies to verify their conclusions.
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Theoretical studies not only concern themselves with
hypothetical individuals and hypothetical test items, but
they must use an explicit mathematical model which might
have limited relevance to what happens in actual testing.
Lord (1971a) qualifies the conclusions drawn from his
theoretical studies by indicating that they do not pro-
vide "fully optimal answers" to most questions of adaptive
testing.

The results derived from Lord's theoretical analyses
and others using similar methodologies are limited by a
number of factors. First, theoretical studies must assume
a specified form of the item characteristic curve for all
items. These assumptions do not allow items to vary in terms
of these curves. Nor have the studies to date allowed
items to vary in terms of discriminations. All of Lord's
analyses (and those of Mussio, 1972; Stocking, 1969) used
items of fixed discrimination, a biserial correlation of .45.
Urry's (1970) simulation study, however, shows that adaptive
tests with higher discriminations can improve over conven-
tional tests. While Waters & Bayroff's (1971) theoretical
studies also varied item discriminations, the theoretical
model forced them to keep all item discriminations equal in
a given test. Urry (1970) again, using a different metho-
dology, showed that item discriminations can vary in an
adaptive test with little loss in efficiency.

In both Lord's and Bayroff's studies, number of items
to be administered to an individual was fixed. The related
research by Ferguson (1971) and Linn et al. (1970), as well
as suggestions by Green (1970) and Weiss71969), indicate
that tailoring the number of items to be administered to a
given individual might more sharply contrast adaptive and
conventional testing procedures. In his analyses with
guessing assumed, Lord assumes all guessing to be completely
random. But Lord himself (1970), as well as Owen (1969),
Urry (1970), Wood (1971) and others imply that as item
difficulties get closer to the subject's ability level, the

%.probability of random guessing decreases. Thus, -in tailored
testing, results derivable from a random-guessing model are
not likely to be truly representative of the differential
effects of tailored testing on an actual testee's test-
taking behavior.

Lord's branching procedures are based simply on an indi-
vidual's responses to a single test item. In this way he
ignores all previous item data, thus wasting a great deal
of information that can be utilized in other models, such
as the Bayesian strategy (Owen, 1970; Wood, 1971) or Urry's
(1970) adaptive strategy. Nor does Lord's analysis allow
for the possibility of differential branching on the basis
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of the difficulty of incorrect answers, as implemented
partially by Bayroff & Anderson (1960), thus losing some
potentially valuable information in an individual's re-
sponses.

In both Lord's and Bayrof,f's theoretical studies, item
discrimination data are based on total group data. Both
conventional and adaptive tests use these same discrimination
values. However, Bayroff (1969; Bayroff & Seeley, 1967) has
suggested that both item difficulties and item discriminations
change as a function of ability level. It is obvious that
item difficulty based on a total group will not be the same
as item difficulty for the same item based on a group of
high ability. Item discriminations, likewise, change as a
function of ability level. Data supporting this are shown
by Bryson (1971). Others (e.g., Hick, 1951) imply that item
discriminations for adaptive testing should be computed
within an ability subgroup, rather than on total group,
since as a result of all items not being administered to a
total group, items need only discriminate within a specified
ability level group. Therefore, a "fair" comparison of the
adaptive and conventional strategies would use item dis-
crimination data based on total group for the conventional
test and item discriminations within ability groups for the
adaptive test.

Following his theoretical analysis of the Robbins-Munro
procedures, Lord concludes that tailored tests are, in
general, technically infeasible because of the large numbers
of items necessary to implement these procedures. This con-
clusion is, of course, derived from his analyses using the
Robbins-Munro shrinking step size model. Earlier, however,
Paterson (1962) showed that a different approach to a shrink-
ing step procedure can produce significant results with small
numbers of items without making the specialized assumptions
involved in the Robbins-Munro process. Since Lord's theo-
retical analyses are based on an extremely limited set of
psychometric assumptions, combined with additional very speci-
alized mathematical assumptions, their value is only sugges-
tive; the results of theoretical studies must be verified
and extended by simulation and empirical studies in which
the specialized assumptions can be relaxed and/or systema-
tically varied.

The Criterion Problem

The research on adaptive testing has been evaluated on
the basis of a number of different criteria. In some cases,
the use of different criteria in similar studies has led
to somewhat different conclusions. For example, in his
studies Lord concludes on the basis of information func-
tions, that a peaked test with specified characteristics is
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superior to a branched test for about 70% of the ability
distribution; Waters & Bayroff (1971) on the other hand,
evaluate a similar pair of strategies and find that the
adaptive approach has higher correlations with underlying
ability. This raises the question of which of the criteria
are most appropriate al!ci which should be de-emphasized.

Correlation with paper and pencil tests. Many studies
(e.g., Bryson, l,71; Linn et al., 1969) have evaluated their
results in terms of the accuracy with which an adaptive
test can estimate the total scores on a conventional test.
If, with a given number of items, the adaptive test corre-
lates highly with the conventional test, the results are
considered to be in favor of the adaptive test. This
approach, however, tends to reify the conventional test
as a standard which must be met by the adaptive test.
Bayroff (1964), in fact, began his work in branched test-
ing with the hope of finding short branched tests which
estimated well the scores on longer conventional tests.

The focus of adaptive testing should not be on estimat-
ing scores on a conventional test, but on improving the
measurement characteristics of the scores derived from the
adaptive tests. According to Lord (1971e), a good adaptive
testing procedure "provides reasonably accurate measurement
for examinees who would obtain near-perfect or near-zero
or near-chance-level scores on a conventional test"
(p. 228). Wood (1971 suggests that correlations with
scores on conventional tests continue to perpetuate a
"group testing mentality" rather than an emphasis on reduc-
ing error in estimating ability for a given individual.
Rather than seeking high correlations of adaptive tests with
conventional tests, an emphasis on error reduction would
seek lowered correlations between the two strategies.

This latter reasoning is based partly on the findings
concerning precision of measurement of adaptive vs. con-
ventional testing strategies. The data show that both
strategies give about the same errors of estimate of abi-
lity for those individuals near the center of the ability
distribution. It could, therefore, be reasonably assumed
that for those individuals the two procedures will correlate
highly. For individuals in the extreme 30% or more of the
distribution, however, conventional tests have a larger
error of measurement. Scores on these tests will be highly
affected by random errors, and the ordering of individuals
in these areas of the ability distribution will be determined
to a large part by random factors. Adaptive testing, on
the other hand, maintains nearly equal precision for indi-
viduals throughout the ability range. Scores derived from
adaptive tests, therefore, are more likely to be based
largely on underlying ability than on random error factors.
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Therefore, individuals at the extremes of ability are more
likely to be ordered largely on the basis of ability.

Now, if the total score distributions for the con-
ventional and adaptive strategies are compared, the order-
ings of individuals in the tails of the distributions
should be different. Since product-moment correlation
coefficients are means, they are affected most by changes
at the extremes of the distributions--precisely where the
two testing strategies are likely to order individuals
differently. Thus a lowered product-moment correlation
might be expected from correlating scores on conventional
tests and adaptive tests, as evidence that the adaptive test
is ordering individuals differently. This result might, of
course, be more meaningful if compared to, say, the parallel
administration of two parallel conventional tests.

Correlation with underlying ability. A number of studies
(e.g., Waters & Bayroff, 1971) have correlated observed test
scores with underlying ability as the criterion for evaluat-
ing adaptive tests, while Urry (1970) correlated estimated
ability with generated ability in his simulation study.
While this approach seems to be generally appropriate, it
does have one potential problem of which future researchers
in this area should be cognizant. The estimation of abi-
lity from item responses always assumes a specified mathe-
matical model, or a set of formal assumptions. In addition,
it assumes the availability of indices of item discrimina-
tion and difficulty based on that mathematical model. When
adaptive test scores do not show high correlations with
underlying ability, the fault may be not in the adaptive
testing procedure but in the inapplicability of the model
for the adaptive testing procedure. Since all testing models
to datq are based on assumptions derived from conventional
testing, applying that model to the estimation of ability
in adaptive testing might not, in some cases, be as fair a
comparison as if the computations for the adaptive model were
appropriate to that procedure.

Information functions. The information function can
provide valuable data on the relative performance of test-
ing strategies over a wide range of conditions. But, the
use of information functions may also be limited by the in-
applicability of the model to adaptive testing, since the
information function utilizes computations derived from the
applications of traditional test theory. Further, however,
interpretation of the information functions is a highly
subjective process. While Lord shows differences at or near
the mean ability for adaptive and conventional testing pro-
cedures, there is no way to determine whether these differ-
ences are in any respect "significant". Lord suggests that
the best 60-item adaptive test is as good as a 58-item
"peaked" test. Is the difference of two items important in
any respect, or do the two procedures give essentially equi-
valent results? Green (1970), in a re-interpretation of
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Lord's data in terms of standard errors of measurement, shows
that that way of looking at the results reduces the differ-
ences between the strategies even more in the middle range
of abilities; at the extremes this method accentuates the
precision of the adaptive approach. Thus, the researcher
must interpret differences in information functions on an
almost completely subjective, and highly individual, basis,
thereby leading to possibly different conclusions.

Other criteria. As has been suggested, the relative
utility of ability testing strategies can not be based on
a single psychometric criterion, since none is wholly ade-
quate. External validity is perhaps the ultimate criterion,
but some intermediate criteria are necessary for more pre-
liminary evaluations of various strategies.

One thus far unused but practical criterion 'or evaluat-
ing adaptive testing procedures might be test-retest sta-
bility data. It should be expected, because of the nearly
constant precision of the branched tests, that these test-
ing procedures would yield higher stability coefficients
than would standard tests. This finding might vary with
the scoring method adopted for use in branched testing,
but the "best" branched testing scoring procedures should
be more stable than "total scores" derived from standard
tests. Stability of score estimates derived from computer-
administered tests might be further improved by taking into
account intra-individual adaptation patterns as reflected
in item response latency information.

At the same time, other criteria ire appropriate for
evaluating these procedures. Such criteria include cost
of test administration; costs of test scoring and report-
ing; time savings in test administration, both on the part
of the testees and administrat--; and the complexity of test
administration, particularly with a view toward the effects
of confounding variables. However adaptive tests are eva:'Lla-
ted in comparison to conventional, the comparison should
include a variety o' criteria, both practical and psychome-
tric, rather than a single, possibly inappropriate, criterion.

New Problems Raised by Adaptive Testing

In its attempt to solve some of the problems inherent
in conventional group paper and pencil testing, adaptive
testing has raised a number of new problems waiting to be
addressed by the psychometric community.

Variety of adaptive procedures. It is clear from the
research already reported that there is a vast array of adap-
tive testing procedures which have been proposed, with an
unknown number yet to be invented. While theoretical studies
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such as Lord's attempt to narrow down the range of possibi-
lities, because of the limitations of those studies further
efforts should be viewed with skepticism. Monte carlo
studies are expensive and might not adequately reflect
real testing situations, nor will "real data" simulation
studies. Empirical studies are also limited, but their use
is necessary if adaptive testing has any psychological
effects. While there is presently no clear answer on how
to narrow down the range of adaptive testing strategies, the
most fruitful approach might be the development and imple-
mentation of test theory specifically designed for use in
adaptive testing.

Scoring methods. Various scoring rules have been pro-
posed for adaptive testing. Scores include number correct,
final difficulty score, average difficulty score, and diffi-
culty of the n+lth item, as well as various approaches to
scoring two-stage models. A major problem also common to
conventional tests is that all testees with a given final
score have not necessarily gotten the same items correct.
However, in adaptive testing the problem is more critical
because the variety of items available is greater. The end
result of the problem may be difficulties in interpreting
scores, which could lead to legal problems in the use of
test scores (Lord, 1971b). While Lord's flexilevel test
avoids this problem, since all people who get a given score
have taken the same items, the same simplicity in inter-
pretation is not available in most other methods of adap-
tive testing. Explaining a test score to laymen will be
especially difficult in approaches such as the Bayesian
strategies, which assume a rather complex model underlying
test scores. Beyond that, however, the optimal method of
scoring adaptive tests from a psychometric viewpoint will
remain an important issue for some time.

Appropriateness of methods of item analysis. The
possible inappropriateness of classical test theory for
adaptive testing is reflected in the inappropriateness of
test construction methods for problems of adaptive testing.
In particular, the question of the appropriateness of the
methods of computing item discrimination indices and item
dif-iculty indices can be questioned.

Traditional methods of determining item discrimination
are based on variations of the biserial correlation of item
responses with total score or with score on the latent abi-
lity continuum. In these computations for conventional test-ing all subjects are assumed tr) have responded to each test
item; hence the biserial computation is based on the data
for the entire group of subjects, who vary across the abi-
lity continuum. In essence, the biserial correlation reflects
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the mean difference between all subjects who correctly answer
an item and all subjects whose response to that item is in-
correct.

The appropriateness of these computations has been im-
plicitly or explicitly questioned by a number of studies
in adaptive testing. Paterson (1962) suggests that items
to be used in adaptive testing can have low discriminations
as computed on a total group, since they do not have to dis-
criminate across a range of abilities, yet they can be use-
ful in adaptive testing since they can discriminate within
a narrow ability range at some point on the ability continuum.
Bryson (1971) suggests that the discriminating power of an
item to be used in an adaptive test be based on the point-
biserial correlation of item response and total score for
the subjects who take that item. Thus, the discrimination
index would be computed on a group more homogeneous with
respect to ability; the discrimination then is between those
who answer an item correctly and those who answer it in-
correctly, within a limited ability range. This approach
to item analysis was implemented by Bryson (1971) and Cleary
et al. (1968a). Bryson's (1972) data show this method of
item analysis to produce highest validities for very short
tests as compared to more traditional methods of item selec-
tion.

The applicability of traditional indices of item diffi-
culty can also be questioned. Hick (1951) suggests that the
appropriate test item to be administered to an individual
is an item of 50% difficulty for individuals of a given
estimated ability, since that item provides the most infor-
mation in its responses. This suggestion is echoed by Levitt
(in Harman, Helm & Loye, 1968), who likens ability measure-
ment to the problems of estimating points on a psychometric
function, and by Lord (1972) and Novick (1969). Since a
given item with probability of .50 for a group of specified
ability might not be identified by standard item analysis
procedures as an appropriate test item for administration
under adaptive testing, the construction of adaptive tests
using standard item difficulties should be carefully examined.

Effects of chance. The effects of chance success on
multiple choice test items needs to be carefully considered
in the construction and administration of adaptive abil-
ity tests. Bayroff (1969) has suggested that chance
responding to items in a multi-stage branched test may
have a greater effect on test scores than in conventional
tests. His reasoning appears to be based on the much smaller
number of items used in multi-stage branched tests as com-
pared to conventional tests. He suggests that a few items
in a row correctly answered by chance might lead an indi-
vidual down an inappropriate path in the branched strategy,
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and that there may not be sufficient succeeding items in
a short branched test to allow "recovery" to an appro-
priate ability level for that individual. It should be
noted, however, that this criticism applies only to the
multi-stagepyramidal strategy and only to the case where
the termination rule does not use some explicit convergence
criterion, allowing number of items administered to vary
for each individual.

The differential effects of chance in adaptive test-
ing as compared to conventional tests might be viewed in
a contrasting way. In the typical "peaked" conventional
test in which items are concentrated around some average
value, only individuals whose abilities lie at the average
value will take test items which are of appropriate diffi-
culty for them. For all individuals above the ability
level of the test items, the items will be too easy and
guessing, and therefore chance successes, will not likely
occur. It is only the individuals of ability below the
average ability of the peaked test who are likely to guess,
with the probability of guessing- -and therefore, chance
success--increasing with decreasing ability. In the typi-
cal non-peaked test, all individuals except for those of
highest ability will be presented with some test items
which are above their ability level. Thus, chance successes
are possible for most testees. Explicit models of guessing
behavior which take account of these hypotheses have been
"proposed by Urry (1970) and Wood (1971).

The purpose of adaptive testing, however, is to keep
test items at a level of difficulty appropriate to a given
individual. Thus, the adaptive procedure searches for the
ability level of the testee and presents test items as
close to that level as possible, since it is these items
which yield maximum information (Hick, 1951). Since adap-
t::ve procedures tend to minimize the number of items which
are too difficult for a given individual, they should also
tend to reduce guessing and therefore the probability of
chance successes. Bayroff (1964, 1969) suggests that
keeping test items at a level relevant to an individual's
ability might reduce carelessness errors; both Green (1970)
and Lord (1970) suggest similar motivational effects by
adjusting difficulties to an individual's ability level.
Hansen (1969) has shown that decreases in guessing do occur
when difficulties are tailored to an individual's ability
level. A relevant topic for future research in adaptive
testing, then, is to further specify the exact effects of
guessing on tailoring test items to each individual's
ability Jevel during the testing process.

Termination rules. In conventional testing two ter-
mination rules are essentially universal: 1) every indi-
vidual takes every itell in the test; or 2) everyone
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terminates at the end of a specified period of time, re-
gardless of the number of items completed. Adaptive test-
ing, however, permits the development of a number of new
rules for termination of testing. While many writers on
adaptive testing (e.g., Bayroff et al., 1960, 1967; Cleary
et al., 1968a,b,; Lord, 1970, 1971a,d,e) have studied
adaptive testing using a fixed number of items for all
individuals. that procedure appears to ignore the likeli-
hood of individual differences in convergence, thus vitiat-
ing a prime element of the adaptive capabilities of the
testing procedures.

A number of writers have suggested adaptive termina-
tion rules. Novick (1969), Urry (1970) and Wood (1971)
continue testing until the error in the ability estimate
converges on some prespecified value; this approach has
also been suggested by Green (1970) and Weiss (1969).
Lord (1972) and others have suggested that testing conti-
nue until a level of difficulty is reached at which the
individual gets 50% of the items correct and 50% incorrect;
since that level provides the most information about an
individual's ability, it can be assigned as his final abi-
lity level.

While considerable research needs to be done in deve-
loping and validating termination rules for adaptive test-
ing, some rules, such as the latter one proposed, can be
questioned on purely logical grounds. It would seem more
logical, in the case of a multiple choice response, to
terminate testing at the highest difficulty level at which
an individual gets more than l/n items correct, where n
is the number of response choices in each test item; that
is, to identify as his final ability score the highest
difficulty level at which he responds correctly beyond a
chance level. Only in the case of true-false or other
dichotomous response test ite.as would this termination rule
agree with Lord's suggestion.

Information utilization. In recent years, a number of
psychometricians (e.g., Echternacht, 1972; Shuford, Albert
& Massengill, 1966; Wang & Stanley, 1970) have suggested
differential response option weighting or response-deter-
mined scoring as means of improving the reliability and
validity of ability tests by making greatei use of infor-
mation provided in incorrect answers to multiple choice
test items. Research in this area shows some promise for
these approaches (e.g., Coombs, Milholland & Womer, 1956;
Davis & Fifer, 1959; Feldman & Markwalder, 1971), although
all findings are not yet consistently in favor of the
approach.
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Adaptive testing permits the extension of differen-
tial response option weighting to differential response
option branching. In this procedure, the choice of the
next item to be administered following an incorrect
response is made on the basis of the "incorrectness" of
the response given. Thus, a person who chose a response
option frequently chosen by persons of low average ability
would be branched to a much easier next item than the in-
dividual who chose an incorrect option chosen by persons
of higher average ability. Such an approach would use
all the information available in a subject's response
record, perhaps permitting quicker convergence on the
appropriate ability level for each testee and possibly
capitalizing better on non-chance guessing among incorrect
response alternatives. Such a procedure has been suggested
by Wood (1971) and usedby Bayroff et al. (1960) on the
first item only of his multi-stage branching model. Con-
siderable empirical research remains to be done, however,
to systematica]ly investigate the utility of this approach.

Implementing Adaptive Testing

Paper and pencil tests. Since paper and pencil test-
ing has dominated in the implementation of ability testing
for over 50 years, it is natural to attempt to capture
the advantages of adaptive testing within a paper and pen-
cil format. Early research with adaptive ability measure-
ment (Bayroff et al., 1960; Seeley et al., 1962; Wood,
1969) studied multi-stage pyramidal tests administered by
paper and pencil. These tests involved the use of com-
plicated instructions to the testee or answer sheets which
informed the testee of the correctness of his response to
each item, so that appropriate branching could occur.

Bayroff et al. (1960) found it necessary to include
in their branched paper and pencil tests a number of
"-uffer" items so that the correct branching sequence
would be followed by each testee. Scoring of these branched
tests was simple in that the score was the difficulty level
of the last item reached by a given testee. However, this
score was valid on]y if the testee had followed the branch-
ing instructions. Thus, scoring of the paper and pencil
branched test was considerably more complex than the con-
ventional paper and pencil test since the response path of
each testee had to be individually validated by the scorer.
Seeley et al.'s (1962) data implementing Bayroff's test
showed that the paper and pencil branched tests were more
time-consuming to construct, took longer to administer, and
posed difficult problems in scoring due to verification
of routing, in comparison to conventional tests. Their
data also showed a substantial number of testees not follow-
ing the branching instructions, thus invalidating their
..est records. This latter findi- : also appeared in Wood's
(1969) data using a paper and pencil branched test.

i
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Despite the negative data available concerning the
implementation of adaptive testing in a paper and pencil
medium, the idea still appears to be alive; Lord (1971b)
recently proposed his flexilevel test for paper and pen-
cil administration. The testing procedure requires that
the answer sheet inform the testee of the correctness
of his response and that he proceed to different items
depending on whether his response is correct or incorrect.
No empirical data are as yet available on the problems
involved in administering flexilevel tests, but it would
appear that only a highly motivated and reasonably capable
testee would produce a valid response record from paper
and pencil administration of a flexilevel test.

Testing machines. Because of the difficulties in-
i.lved in administering adaptive tests by paper and pen-
cil methods, testing machines have been proposed as a
logical alternative. Typical of such proposals is Bay-
roff's (1964) testing machine. This device was built
around a 35 mm. slide pojector and was capable of ad-
ministering linear, two-stage, and pyramidal tests. His
machine also recorded response latency information, had
the capability of stopping testing if the testee's score
fell above or below pre-specified cutting points, and
allowed the examinee to choose one or more "tentative"
answers before recording the "final" answer to an item.
For a variety of reasons, however, Bayroff's testing
machine was never built.

More recently, Elwood & Griffin (1972) report on the
successful development and application of a more complex
testing machine, although its use is currently devoted to
administration of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
(WAIS). This machine does no branching; rather, it simu-
lates administration of the WAIS as if it were administered
by a human examiner. The purpose is to eliminate examiner
variables, not to adapt the test to individual differences.
Elwood & Griffin's results show that such automated admi-
nistration does, for the most part, yield scores which are
comparable to those obtained by human examiner's. Machine
administration of the digit span test, however, was not
comparable to that of human administration. Thus, in some
cases testing machines can change the nature of the variable
being measured. Whether the changes are toward greater re-
liability and validity of measurement remains to be seen.
A further problem with the WATS testing machine is the
large amount of "set-up" time required to prepare the
machine for administration of the test to subsequent testees.

Computer administration. The advent and growth of time-
shared computer facilities has great promise for the imple-
mentation of adaptive ability testing. Computer control of
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adaptive test administration completely avoids the problems
inherent in paper and pencil adaptive testing and in the
use of some testing machines. When the computer controls
branching, the branching decisions are completely out of
the testee's hands. The computer presents a test item,
records the response, branches in almost an infinite number
of ways to the next test item, and presents the selected
item to the testee. Under computer administration, in-
valid response sequences will not occur; thus, every testee
will produce a valid branching record. Furthermore, com-
puter administration will not require the examinee to be
highly motivated or capable of following instructions about
branching; the examinee's participation is passive, with
his attention directed solely to the solution of the test
questions, once he has learned how to operate the testing
terminal. With the exception of physical (as opposed to
symbolic) stimuli, reconstruction of a stimulus which is
altered in the process of administration is an instantan-
eous process for the computer, not requiring additional
administrator intervention.

A variety of other advantages have been proposed for
administration of psychological tests under computer con-
trol. Among these advantages Cronbach (1970, p. 73) in-
cludes excellence of standardization, precision of timing,
release of testers for other duties, the computer's in-
finite "patience," control of bias and reduction of test
anxiety, and the integration of testing and learning.
Stillman, Roch, Colby, & Rosenbaum (1965), in applying com-
puter methods to the administration of personality items,
suggest a "neutrality" effect, reducing examiner effects
which affect test performance. Hansen, Hedl, & O'Neill
(1971) support this idea in the context of achievement test-
ing by suggesting that computer administration of achieve-
ment tests will be more neutral than administration of the
same test items by teachers. Such neutrality, they suggest,by eliminating biases due to the "dyadic interaction" of
student and teacher, may lead to increases in both relia-
bility and validigy; Hedl (1971) suggests a similar reduc-
tion in bias, leading him to develop non-branched computer
administration of an individual intelligence test. Johnson(1967) discusses data which show less variability in task
performance under conditions of computer (vs. experimenter)
administration. He reasons that the reduced variability
might be due to reductions in error variance; as a result,
computer administration may be more sensitive to "real"
effects than other modes of stimulus administration.

In addition to possibly reducing error variance, com-
puter administration of abi]ity tests opens a host of new
approaches to ability measurement. Morrison (in Harman et al.,
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1968) suggests that computerized ability testing would
allow the measurement of both new content and modes of
abilities. A start in this direction has been reported
by Cory (1972). Cory's research concerns the development
of ability tests administered by computer to measure a
variety of perceptual abilities not easily measurable by
paper and pencil techniques. The tests include tests of
object, number and word memory, each using controlled
exposure times, perceptual speed and closure, and move-
ment detection and memory for patterns. Two additional
tests are put in the format of games to measure specific
kinds of verbal reasoning abilities. The gameformat was
chosen in an attempt to motivate testees of low and margi-
nal ability to perform to their maximum on the tests.

Green (1970), Holtzman (1970) and Hubbard (1966) have
suggested that computerized test administration can be
used to study an individual's probleM solving abilities.
This approach would represent a within-problem branching
sequence in which a series of interdependent questions
are organized into a problem-oriented structure; the
testee's path through the structure would serve as an in-
dication of his ability to reason in specified ways.
Newell's (in Harman et al., 1968) suggestion of using
the computer to study "coping strategies" is closely re-
lated to this application.

Computer administration of ability tests also makes
feasible the 'se of confidence weighting techniques
(Shuford et al., 1966) for ability test items. Closely
related to this is the suggestion by Green (1970) and
Holtzman (1970) that the testee be permitted to con-
tinue answering until he gets each item correct; the se-
quence of responses chosen then becomes additional in-
formation usable in deriving individual test scores. This
approach was used (but not explicitly studied) by Wood
(1971); a recent study using a paper and pencil variation
of this scoring method (Gilman & Ferry, 1972) shows higher
reliability for scores derived from this type of test re-
sponse procedure.

The use of item response latency data is an additional
benefit derivable from computerized test administration.
Response latencies might be usable in conjunction with
confidence weighting procedures. Green (1970) suggests
that a careful analysis of latency data could lead to the
identification of guessing behavior on specific test items.
Should guessing be identifiable in this way, gucsscd re-
sponses could be eliminated from a testee's score, thus
possibly reducing error variance. The measurement of re-
sponse latencies also has implications for theories of abi-
lity measurement, since it will assist in differentiating
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among those individuals who respond correctly on a given
test item in terms of speed of response, thus distinguish-
ing the "fast but correct" testee from the "slow but correct"
responder.

Immediate knowledge of results is another potential
benefit of computerized ability testing. Bayroff (1964)
and Ferguson & Hsu (1971), among others, have suggested
that immediate feedback to testees on their performance
on each test item might have positive motivating effect;.,
with subsequent positive benefits in more reliable or valid
test scores. This potential positive effect of immediate
feedback is even more likely when the testing strategy
is programmed to provide large proportions of positive
feedback to the testee. The effect of such positive
feedback in the testing situation might be more prominent
among members of minority groups for whom testing situ-
ations are likely to carry more negative than positive
affect. Through appropriate computerized testing it might
be possible to transform the testing situation into a
positive experience, increasing test-taking motivation
and reducing test-taking anxiety.

Computer administration of adaptive tests could per-
mit control of the degree of precision attached to any
given individual's test score (Norman, in Harman et al.,
1968; Weiss, 1969). The computer can calculate after each
test item administered some kind of "standard error of
measurement" term to be attached to the ability estimate.
Further, since increasing the number of items administered
in an adaptive fashion will, in gen.!ral, decrease the error
estimate, tailoring the number of items administered to
each individual (Ferguson, 1971; Green, 1970), based on
sequential error estimates, will in effect permit the
tester to control the degree of precision attached to
the obtained test score. Cronbach (1966) suggests a
similar procedure in a decision context, in which the
number of observations for each individual is tailored
to specified error rates in the decision function. In
ability testing, this approach is currently operationalized
only in the Bayesian models (Novick, 1969; Owen, 1969,
1970; Wood, 1971).

CONCLUSIONS

Research available on adaptive testing shows consi-
derable promise for the superiority of these methods over
conventional ability testing procedures. Using a variety
of research approaches and a number of different criteria,
adaptive tests have been shown to he: 1) considerably
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shorter than conventional tests, with little or no loss
in validity or reliability; 2) more reliable than con-
ventional tests in several studies and yielding more
nearly constant precision than standard tests throughout
the range of abilities; and 3) in several cases more
valid, as measured against an external criterion, than
are conventional tests. Adaptive tests also have promise
of being more "fair" to minority group members in that
the range of item difficulties is less likely to result
in frustrating or negative experiences, thus permitting
ability estimates less confounded by error.

Although applications of adaptive tests raise many
new problems in psychometric research, their future de-
velopment as an important approach to ability measure-
ment seems assured by their potential value. Because of
the complexity of some of the branching decisions which
need to be made in adaptive testing, neither paper and
pencil methods of administration nor special testing
machines will allow all the future benefits of adaptive
Testing to surface. Full utilization of the capabilities
of adaptive testing will be realized only through the use
of time-shared computer systems as test administration
devices. Sueh computerized test administration will per-
mit the development of new methods of ability testing and
new theoretical approaches, leading to what Green (1970,
p. 194) calls "the inevitable computer conquest of testing."
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